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ABSTRACT 
Non-linear Optimized Cash Flow Model
by
Martin J. Mack
Dr Jaeho Son, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Civil and Environmental Engineering 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
During construction o f a lump-sum project, progress payments (cash inflow) are 
paid periodically to contractors for project performance. Contractors are required to 
pay the direct costs (cash outflow) during construction. The net difference between the 
cash inflow and outflow are the required overdraft, which the contractor financed from 
a bank. In order to increase profit margin, contractors look into alternate ways, such as 
front-end loading (unbalanced bid) and activities shifting. Usually, front-end loading 
and activities shifting are done in a linear, independent, and sequential method. This 
linear front-end loading and activity shifting formulation will likely not produce an 
ideal optimized solution. This research examines the combination of the two linear 
procedures into a single non-linear formulation to achieve better gross profit margin for 
the contractor.
Ill
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
After the award of a lump-sum contract to a low bidder, the owner requires a 
cost- loaded construction schedule from the contractor along with a schedule of values. 
A scheduler using commercial available software usually prepares the construction 
schedule. Before submittal of the required schedule to the owner, contractors have the 
option of front-end loading the monthly cash inflow of schedule activities. The front- 
end loading produces a better net present value of gross profit for the construction 
project and reduces the overdrafts.
After front-end loading is performed, shifting the scheduled activities within 
their available floats can further enhance net present value of the profit margin. These 
two procedures are usually put into a linear formulation. Typically, these two 
procedures are done independently and sequentially.
Sometimes, these sequential linear formulations may not produce an ideal 
optimized solution. The non-linear cash flow model developed in this research 
examines combining the two linear procedures (front-end loading and activities 
shifting) into a single non-linear formulation. The combined non-linear formulation 
model provides an optimized solution, which could improve net present gross profit and 
reduce overdrafts for the contractor.
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Typical linear cash flow Non-linear Cash Flow
Construction Schedule
Schedule of Values
Submittal to Owner
Apply Front End Loading
Submittal to Owner
Construction Schedule
Schedule of Value
Apply Activity Shifting
Revised Schedule and 
Schedule of Value
Revised Schedule and 
Schedule of Value
Apply Non-linear Front 
End Loading and Activity 
_______ Shifting_______
Results apply to next 
procedure
Figure 1. Schedule submittal to owner.
Figure 1 presents flow charts for cash flow for the linear and sequential model 
and the non-linear model of this research. During the typical preparation of the 
construction schedule, the linear front-end loading procedure and the subsequent linear 
activity shifting procedure, the contractor does not take into the account the float of 
each o f the construction activities. The fact that applying linear fiont-end loading 
procedure to a construction schedule can improve the gross profit is well known. 
Applying the activity shifting procedure can also further enhance the cash flow is also 
well known. The hypothesis o f combining the front-end loading and activity shifting 
into a single non-linear formulation that would provide a better net present gross profit
2
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needs to be investigated. This research proposes a non-linear model that combines the 
hont-end loading procedure and activity shifting procedure such as to enhance the net
present gross profit.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter presents a review o f literature pertaining to cash flow in 
construction, front-end loading and activity shifting. Although most contractors have 
used front-end loading in their bid estimates, construction schedules and schedule of 
values, little literature research related to this has been reported. This chapter begins 
with a literature review in cash flow in construction; follow by front-end loading, 
activity shifting and non-linear program.
Cash Flow in Construction 
Ahuja, Dozzi, and Abourizk (1994) discuss cash inflow and cash outflow for 
construction projects. Contractor received progress payments from the owner, which 
are cash inflow. Contractor made payments to the subcontractors and suppliers, which 
are cash outflow. Most of the projects have a negative cash flow until the release of 
retentage, which is at the end of the project. It is an attractive for contractor to achieve 
positive net cash flow, thus eliminating the need to borrow money from banks or tying 
up company funds, Ahuja et al (1994) do not present any methods for reduction of 
negative cash flow. The methods for applying cash inflow, cash outflow, progress
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
payments, and retainage can be in the development o f a cash flow in this research's 
model.
Barbosa and Pimentel (2001) discuss the cash flow management and financial 
planning models for construction projects. Their model assumes front money is put up 
for the construction project. At the end o f each month (node), the cash inflow is the
income supply, interest gained from cash in the bank, and loan cash flow from the bank. 
The cash outflow is the expenses (direct costs), interest payment to the bank, and delay 
payment penalties. The cash inflow and cash outflow is balanced at each node point. 
Their objective function maximizes the final capital (converted to net present value) at 
the end of the project. Their concept’s cash inflow and cash outflow at each node point 
(end of month) can be applied in the development of this research’s model.
Front-End Loading
Front-end loading is also known as unbalance biding. Stark, and Nicholls 
(1972) and Stark (1974) discuss the front-end loading in highway construction projects. 
Most highways construction is performed under a unit price contract. Work items are 
quantified (tons of gravel, tons of asphalt, cubic yard of excavation, etc) in unit rates. 
The bidder can front-end load (higher unit price) the early-completion work items and 
lower the unit price for the late completion work items. Their objective function 
maximizes the net present value of the total amount for each bid item.
Ahuja, and Campbell, (1988) demonstrate the application of front-end loading to 
bid items for unit price contracts. The linear programming formulation is applied to the 
sample model. The application assumes:
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# All the work items starts at the same time.
# The cash inflow (progress payment) is at the end o f the work item.
# Each of the work items is then converted to the net present value.
The objective function maximizes the net present value o f the bid amount for 
each work item.
The model of Ahuja and Campbell (1988) does not take into account the 
construction schedule. The work items for all cited models starts at the first month of 
the construction model. The direct costs o f the work items are not taken into account 
during the front-end loading processes. The linear programming formulation of front- 
end loading can be applied to develop this research’s model o f monthly cash inflow for 
a lump-sum contract. The objective function in this research’s model can also modified 
to the net present value between the difference of the total cash inflow and the total cash 
outflow.
Activity Shifting
Easa (1992) demonstrates that by shifting the total float o f work activities in a 
construction schedule, the maximum net present gross profit can be achieved. The 
shifting of the total floats is formulated by binary decision variables. The linear 
programming formulation is set up with the objective function to maximize the net 
present gross profit. He presents the application of this model to an eight activities 
project. The formulation for activities shifting along with the model can be modified 
and used in this research.
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Non-Linear Programming
Hartley (1985) states quadratic programming arises out o f multiple objective
optimizations. He presents an example of two linear objective functions that are 
required to be optimized. The combination o f the two objective functions results in a 
single quadratic objective function. The constraints are still in linear functions.
Zangwill (1969) states that quadratic programming is a non-linear programming 
problem with quadratic objective functions and linear constraints. This form of non­
linear programming is generally the easiest to solve, being only slightly more complex 
than linear programming.
Hartley (1985) and Zangwill (1969) suggest methods of solving the non-linear 
programming (quadratic) problems. However, in this research the methods of Hartley 
1985) and Zangwill (1969) are not utilized and in their place, a commercial off-the shelf 
optimzaton program, LINGO, is used. Schrage (2003) presents a non-linear network 
example problem using the LINGO modeling technique. The objective function is non­
linear and the constraints are linear functions. The example is a transportation problem 
where the value of the shipment depends on destination, type of items and size of 
shipments. The objective function minimizes the amount o f shipment costs subject to 
some linear constraints. This is similar to the quadratic programming with linear 
constraints. LINGO can be used to solve both the linear and non-linear model in 
research applications. Schrage (2003) also demonstrates the use o f LINGO along with 
the spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel). The use o f the spreadsheet interface features will be 
used in this research and its results comparison.
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CHAPTER 3
CASH FLOW IN CONSTRUCTION
Cash flow in construction is a schedule of payments for the owner during the 
construction phase o f the project. For the contractor, cash flow is also a schedule of 
income and payments throughout the construction project. Cash flow varies with 
different types of contracts (Stukhart, 1997). Lump-sum contracts, and unit price 
contracts are usually paid with progress payments. Turnkey and design-huild projects 
are paid by lump sum at end o f the construction. Milestone payments (Fleming and 
Fleming, 1991) are progress payments that tie to specific milestones. Once the 
contractor achieves the specific milestone, a portion of the total contract amount is 
released to the contractor. A lump-sum contract with regular progress payments is used 
as the basis for this research.
Directly following the award o f a lump-sum contract, the contractor is required 
to submit a work plan, project schedule and schedule of values for the construction 
project. The work plan is a brief description of method, location, and safety precautions 
for work activity in the next few weeks. This is important for remodel construction 
project site such as a functioning hotel or airport. The work plan provides the owners 
an overview of construction work to be performed within the next few weeks. This 
work plan is important for the owner to monitor the work in progress and make
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available to the contractor the construction area, staging area, or other relevant 
resources.
The project schedule provides detailed construction activities for the entire 
project. Today, most projects utilize commercial of-the-shelf scheduling software to 
create the required network diagrams and bar charts. From the project schedule, the
owner or owner’s representative can make a judgment whether the contractor’s work 
plan is sound and workable. During the life o f the project, the owner can monitor the 
progress o f the construction against the schedule set out by the contractor and determine 
the timeliness o f the construction.
After the contractor loads the resources and costs into the project schedule, the 
schedule bar chart can then be divided into a number o f time periods (weekly, or 
monthly) to generate a cash flow.
Model Assumptions
This research’s model is based on the following assumptions to generate the 
cash flow:
1. Lump-sum contract with regular progress payments.
2. The time interval is a month.
3. Minimum project duration is one month.
4. Schedule network has been prepared.
5. Contractor has picked the best method and resources to perform a task
6. Rate o f monthly expenditure is constant
7. Owner makes progress payment to contractor on a monthly basis.
10
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8. Payment of contractor's retainage occurs after the completion o f project 
as part of the final payment.
9. The rate o f escalation is low throughout the entire project.
10. Although the discount rate are published in the financial section in daily 
newspaper (Wall Street Journal). The research model discount interest 
rate is 1% per month. Present value factor is presented in Appendix A, 
Table A-1.
The project's cash flow serves a dual purpose. The owner can benefit from the
submitted cash flow for the management o f cash outlay for the entire project. The cash 
management planning is important because most projects require construction loans 
from banks. The contractor can also benefit from the project cash flow for the influx 
and out flux of the monthly cash requirement for the duration of the project. Figure 2 
presents the overall cash flow model for a construction project.
Direct
Costs
ContractorOwner
Progress Payment
Cash Inflow Cash Outflow
Expenditure
Figure 2. Cash flow in construction.
The cash flow is the most important information for the contractor because most 
of the cash outlay requires a bank loan. This is due to the under-capitalization prevalent
11
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in the construction industry. The success of any contractor depends on a careful 
balance between cash inflow and cash outflow.
Cash Outflow
Contracor
Equipment
Labor
Material
Subcontract
Cash Outflow
Direct Costs
Figure 3. Contractor's cash outflow.
The cash outflow for the contractor is the actual direct costs to accomplish a 
particular construction activity. This relationship is shown in Figure 3. The 
construction activity can be performed by different type o f resources and equipment. 
The direet costs for a construction activity vary with different types of construction 
methods. As stated in the assumptions in the previous section, the contractor has 
already picked the most efficient eonstruction method to complete the tasks within the 
time frame of the schedule.
Direct cost is broken down into resource mobilization costs and resource direct 
costs (Barbosa, 2001; Lester, 2000; Rowings, 2003). Mobilization costs usually occur 
during the initial phase o f the project. The resource direct cost is a function o f the 
duration of the activity. Direct costs include equipment utilization, construction 
material, manpower (labor) for construction, and sometimes subcontracted work for the
12
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activity. Periodic payment for the direct costs is assumed to occur at the end o f the 
month. This is a fair assumption since the material purchased for the project (usually net
30 days), equipment rental costs and subcontractor costs are billed to the contractor 
monthly. Although labor cost is paid in regular intervals (weekly or bi-weekly), the 
actual practice and the assumption differences are relatively minor. The monthly
expenditure of the direct cost of each activity is assumed to remain a linear function 
throughout the duration. For example, if  construction activity’s duration is two months, 
the cash outflow occurring at the end of the first month is fifty percent of the total 
expenditure.
Cash Inflow
Cash inflow is the regular periodic payments made by the owner to the 
contractor after each construction task is accomplished. The type of payment to the 
contractor varies with different construction contracts. This relationship is shown in 
Figure 4. As stated in the assumptions, the owner pays the contractor monthly for the 
all work accomplished during the month. Tasks that are longer than the monthly 
payment period are prorated according to the percentage of work completed.
13
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Progress
Fay
Request
Owner
Deduct
Retainage
Contractor
Submittal Process Cash Inflow
Figure 4. Cash inflow relationship.
Throughout the course of the project, the contractor submits a monthly pay 
request to the owner for progress payment. The pay request consists of the construction 
work completed during the month. The owner has 30 days to process and approve the
pay request. Funds will be made available to the contractor at the end of the month 
following submittal of the pay request.
Based on the cost-loaded schedule and schedule o f values submitted to the 
owner at the beginning of the project, the rate of monthly payment for each task will be 
prorated by the percent completed. The model assumes a linear tasks progression. That 
is, if the task required two months duration, a 50% completion will occur during the end 
of the first month.
Usually, the owner will deduct a certain percentage from the amount of the pay 
request. This deduction is called retainage and it is for the protection o f the owner to 
ensure that the contractor will completes the construction project (Dagostino and Leslie, 
1999). Retainage and the release o f retainage vary with owners and type of contracts. 
The model assumed that the retainage is 10% and the release o f the retainage is after the 
completion o f the project.
14
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Net Present Value
In order to compare the results o f the optimization, the monthly cash flow is
converted to net present value. The single payment net present value (NPV) is 
expressed (Stukhart, 1997 and Wilkes 1977) as:
_ Y
(1+r)"
where Y  = single payment
n = the month the event occurred 
r = monthly discount interest rate given as a
decimal value
This model assumes that escalation is relatively low during the life o f the project 
(Stukhart, 1997). If a high escalation is expected, the net present value has to be 
adjusted to include the inflation rate.
15
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Development of Maximization Model 
The contractor's net gross proht for any construction project is the difference
between the cash inflow and the cash outflow. The net present gross profit is the value 
that any contractor wants to maximize. The net present gross profit is:
NPV
^  (1+r)'
/=1
where i = month of the project
n = duration of the project in months
/, = monthly cash inflow of month i ($/month)
Oi = monthly cash outflow of month i ($/month) 
r = monthly discount interest rate given as a decimal 
value
After the award of the contract to the low bidder, the contractor will finalize the 
project schedule. This construction schedule will be cost loaded to reflect a payment 
schedule by the owner. Each monthly segment o f the activities will be converted into a 
single payment of net present value. The objective function is to maximize of the net 
present value of the difference between cash inflow and outflow (gross profit).
16
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CHAPTER 4 
MODEL PROJECT
The project model used in this research is taken from of Easa’s paper (Easa 
1992). Figure 5 shows the project activity on arrow network consisting of eight 
activities. The total project duration of the project is 20 months.
Legend
duration critical activity
activity ID
Figre 5. Activity on arrow network of application example (Source Easa, 1992).
17
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Based on the direct costs provided in Easa (1992), Table 1 that presents the 
contractor's sample bid estimate. The contractor's overhead and profit (mark up) is 
assumed to be 15%. The total bid price is the summation o f all eight activities and the 
mark up. The contract is awarded at the bid price o f $1,920,500. The Gantt chart for 
the project's schedule, based on early start is presented in Figure 6.
Table 1. Contractor's bid estimate
Monthly Duration Total Mark Up Total
Activity Direct In Direct 15% Bid Price
ID Costs ( $ ) Months ( $ ) ( $ ) ( $ )
A 50,000 9 450,000 67,500 517,500
B 20,000 8 160,000 24,000 184,000
C 60,000 6 360,000 54,000 414,000
D 40,000 7 280,000 42,000 322,000
E 10,000 1 10,000 1,500 11,500
F 50,000 5 250,000 37,500 287,500
G 30,000 3 90,000 13,500 103,500
H 10,000 7 70,000 10,500 80,500
Total Bid Price 1,920,500
18
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Activity
ID
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
Months I i 2 i 3 j 4 i 5 i 6 i 7 i 8 ! 9 j  l o i  n i  12 i  1 3 i  I4 Î 151 1 6 i  1 7 i  1 8 i  1 9 I 2 0 Î 2 1
Critical activity
Figure 6. Early start Gantt chart.
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CHAPTER 5
CASH FLOW MODEL FORMULATION
The cash outflow formulation for any month is the expenditure of all the activity 
during a particular month is (Ahuja, 1994):
H
i~A
where Oj is the cash outflow for month j
i = activity A to H
Di = direct cost for activity i
Similarly, the cash inflow formulation during a particular month is (Ahuja,
1994):
H
i ~A
where Ij is the cash inflow for month j  
i = activity A to H
R -  retainage percent given in decimal 
C, = cash inflow for activity i
As previously presented, net present gross profit (NPV) for month y is:
20
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(I + r y
The value of n+rV  is known as the net present value factor, and is presented
in Table A-1 in Appendix.
Based on the above formulation and the first three months depicted in the Gantt
chart presented in Figure 7, the cash inflow and outflow for the first month is:
Month 1 -  Cash Inflow = 0 
Ox = 50,000
Og = 20,000
Oc = 60,000
c
Cash Outflow = ^  Q̂
i=A
= 50,000 + 20,000 + 60,000 
= 130,000
From Table A-1 in Appendix, the net present value factor for month 1 is
0.9901
ÆPy = (0-130,000) X 0.9901 
Similarly, the cash inflow for the second month is:
Month 2 -  ^  =(1-0 .10)57 ,000
= 51,750
Similarly, the remaining cash inflow is 
fa = 20,700 
7c =62,100
21
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Cash Inflow = ̂  7.
i=-A
= 51,750 + 20,700 + 62,100 
= 134,550 
Cash Outflow = 130,000
=(134,550-130,000) X 0.9803
Notice that the retainage of ten percent has been withheld from the cash inflow 
for the second month. Similarly, the monthly cash inflow and outflow of the project 
schedule can be calculated. The results for the entire project duration are presented in
table 2.
Based on the project model provided in the previous chapter. Figure 7 presents 
the Gantt chart for on the first three months of the early start schedule.
The net present gross profit is sum of the NPV, which is given by;
Net present gross profit = ^
(=1
where i = project month 
n = total duration of the project in months.
The net present gross profit is given in on the last row of Table 2, as $193,923. 
This is the basis for comparison o f the various optimizations in this research.
22
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50,00050,00050,000
I Activity AI
51,750 51,750
20,000 20,00020,000
20,70020,700
60,000 60,00060,000
Activity C j
62,100
month 2 • month 3month 1
Legend Cash Outflow
Ai
I Activity ID!
V
Cash Inflow
Figure 7. Early start Gantt chart with cash inflow and outflow.
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Table 2. Cash flow based on early start.
Month
Inflow
(1)
( $ )
Outflow
(2)
( $ )
Gross Profit
( l ) - ( 2 )
( $ )
Net Present 
Value 
( $ )
1 0 130,000 (130,000) (128,713)
2 134,550 130,000 4,550 4,460
3 134,550 130,000 4,550 4,416
4 134,550 130,000 4,550 4,372
5 134,550 130,000 4,550 4,329
6 134,550 130,000 4,550 4,286
7 134,550 70,000 64,550 60,207
8 72,450 70,000 2,450 2,263
9 72,450 130,000 (57,550) (52,620)
10 134,550 80,000 54,550 49,383
11 82,800 80,000 2,800 2,510
12 82,800 50,000 32,800 29,108
13 51,750 50,000 1,750 1,538
14 51,750 50,000 1,750 1,522
15 51,750 50,000 1,750 1,507
16 51,750 60,000 (8,250) (7,036)
17 62,100 50,000 12,100 10,217
18 51,750 50,000 1,750 1,463
19 51,750 50,000 1,750 1,449
20 51,750 50,000 1,750 1,434
21 243,800 243,800 197,827
Total 1,920,500 193,923
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CHAPTER 6
WHAT IS FRONT-END LOADING?
The net difference between the cash inflow and outflow are the required 
overdrafts, which contractors have to finance from banks.
Overdraft = Cash Inflow -  Cash Outflow
For example from Table 2, during the first month of the project, the overdraft is 
$130,000. The overdrafts (negative cash flow) as described usually results in finance 
charges to the contractor (Ahuja, and Campbell, 1988). These overdrafts affect the 
bottom line of the gross profit margin of a construction projects. In order to stay ahead 
of the competitions, contractors look into alternate ways to minimize the overdrafts and 
increase profitability (Stark, 1974). Assuming that the lump-sum contract is bid 
soundly and accurately, a sufficient initial cash inflow will ensure the contractor’s profit 
margin. The re-arrangement of higher unit prices for early completion o f any activity 
and the lowering of unit price for later completion of any activity is called front-end 
loading of a schedule. It is also known as an unbalanced bid (Stark and Nicholls 1972, 
Stark, 1974, Ahuja, and Campbell, 1988).
The front-end loading procedure described by Stark and Ahuja is applied to unit 
price contracts. Owners usually provide quantities in unit price contracts. The 
contractors fill in the unit price and the total price for all bid items in unit price
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contracts. Ahrya and Campbell (1988) present an example o f front-end loading for a 
unit price contract. In the example, the front end loading procedure does not take into
account the construction schedule. It assumes that all work items start at the first month 
and the payment o f each work item is at the end of the work activity. The front-end 
loading procedure in this research is modified to account for the construction schedule
and applied to the monthly cash inflow. The above modification described differs from 
the method of Stark and Ahuja (1972), Stark, (1974),and Ahuja, and Campbell, (1988).
During the course of front-end loading, the cost constraint will remain the 
awarded project price. That is:
H
Award Project Price = ^  dur  ̂ x 1.
i=A
where i = schedule work activity 
duTi = duration of the work activity i 
li = cash inflow for activity i
The cash outflow (direct costs) for all activities remain the same. The revenue 
for each activity is rearranged to generate more initial cash flow. Due to the 
competitiveness o f lump-sum bids, the owner, to some extent, tolerates front-end 
loading because unbalancing will ensure an efficient utilization of construction 
resources by contractors (Stark, 1974).
Although the contractor can increase the pricing structure o f all activities during 
the initial phase o f the project, there are cost constraints that would determine the 
outcome of the front-end loading. There are two types o f cost constraint (Stark, 1974):
1. Formality constraint -  This constraint deals with obvious error with each 
individual activity. Although quantity or unit rate is not addressed for each
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activity item for a lump-sum contract, the contractor still has to beware of 
obvious errors. For example, the contractor is to excavate the same amount of 
rock and common earth within the same month. Rock excavation requires more 
labor and equipment than common excavation. The monthly rate of common 
excavation cannot be higher than the monthly rate o f rock excavation. For 
example:
where = Cash Inflow for rock excavation
J) = Cash Inflow for common excavation
2. Unusual high rates -  This constraint deals with an unusual high monthly or low 
monthly price for any work activity. The contractor may, for example, put in an 
unusual high price for a fence. This unusually high price may alert the owner to 
negate or invalidate the front-end loaded schedule. Also, by setting one monthly 
activity exceedingly high, some other activity rate has to decrease in monthly 
rate to compensate. This can be seen from the above equation for the award 
price. After the application o f front-end loading. Stark and Nicholls (1972) 
presents a set o f solutions with unit price (decision variables) that equates to 
zero. Obviously, this set of solutions is unsatisfactory since the owner would 
not accept a schedule of values with zero cost work items. If the monthly 
pricing structure o f each activity is set modestly (Stark, 1974, Ahuja, and 
Campbell, 1988), the outcome o f front-end loading will enhance the profitability 
of the contractor.
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Other types o f cost constraint are project related. For example, mobilization
costs are written into the construction contract that such cannot be exceeded a certain 
percentage. For example:
< 5% X Award Project Price
Front-End Loading Formulation 
The front-end loading method is applied to the eight activities model project 
previously presented. The decision variables for activity A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H are 
f/x, %  f/c, f/o, %  %  %  and f/// respectively. The obOjective function is the
maximize o f the difference between net present value of cash inflow and cash outflow 
(gross profit):
n
OA
where i = month of the construction schedule 
Ij = Cash Inflow for month i 
Oi = Cash Outflow for month i 
r = interest rate in percent given in decimal value
1
As stated in the previous section, the term (l+r)' known as present value
factor, and values for it are given in Table A-1 in Appendix. The formulation for the 
first months is:
Month 1: /x = 0
/g = 0
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0.9901
7c =  0
Cash Inflow // = /x + Tg + 7c
=0
From Figure 7, the cash outflow is as follow:
Ox = 50,000 
Og = 20,000
Oc ~ 60,000
Cash Outflow 0 /  = Ox + Og + Oc
= 50,000 + 20,000 +60,000 
= 130,000
From Table A-1, Appendix, the present value factor for month 1 is 
ÆPK -  (0-130,000) X 0.9901
Similarly, the net present value of gross profit for month 2 is: 
Month 2: ( 4 -0 .9 %
I b  = 0.9%
I c  “  0.9%
Cash Inflow T? = 0.9(% + %  + %)
From Figure 7, the cash outflow is as follow:
Ox = 50,000 
Og -  20,000
Oc = 60,000
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Cash Outflow O2 = Ox + Og + Oc
= 50,000 + 20,000 +60,000 
-  130,000
From Table A-1, Appendix, the present value factor for month 2 is
0.9803
ÆPF; = {0.9 X (%  + %  + Oc ) -130,000} x 0.9803
Similarly, the monthly cash flow can be developed for all the months. A detailed 
version is presented in Appendix. The objective function to be maximized is given as 
follows for completeness:
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Max = 0.9 X %  X (0.980 + 0.971 + 0.961 + 0.952 + 0.942 + 0.933 + 0.924 + 0.914 + 0.905) -  
50,000 X (0.990 + 0.980 + 0.971 + 0.961 + 0.952 + 0.942 + 0.933 + 0.924 + 0.914) +
0.9 X %  X (0.980 + 0.971 + 0.961 + 0.952 + 0.942 + 0.933 + 0.924 + 0.914) -  20,000 x 
(0.990 + 0.980 + 0.971 + 0.961 + 0.952 + 0.942 + 0.933 + 0.924) + 0.9 x %  x 
(0.980 + 0.971 + 0.961 + 0.952 + 0.942 + 0.933) -  60,000 x (0.990 + 0.980 + 0.971 +
0.961 + 0.952 + 0.942) + 0.9x %  x (0.905 + 0.896 + 0.887 + 0.879 + 0.870 + 0.861 
+ 0.853) -  40,000 X (0.914 + 0.905 + 0.896 + 0.887 + 0.879 + 0.870 + 0.861)
+ 0.9 X %  X (0.905) -10,000 x (0.914) + 0.9 x %, x (0.844 + 0.836 + 0.828 + 0.820 
+ 0.811)- 50,000 X (0.853 + 0.844 + 0.836 + 0.828 + 0.820) + 0.9 x %, x (0.905 + 0.896 
+ 0.887) -  30,000 X (0.914 + 0.905 + 0.896) + 0.9 x %  x (0.896 + 0.887 + 0.879 + 0.870 
+ 0.861 + 0.853 + 0.844) -10,000 x (0.905 + 0.896 + 0.887 + 0.879 + 0.870 + 0.861 
+ 0.853) +192,050x (0.811)
Note that the present value factor is rounded off to three decimals. The positive 
terms are cash inflow with the appropriate decision variables. The negative terms are 
the fixed cash outflow (direct costs). The last term in the equation is the retainage to be 
collected at the end o f the project (month 21 for the example). Following simplification 
the objective function becomes:
Mnr = 7.633%  + 6 .8 1 8 %  +5.164% . + 5 .5 3 7 %  + 0 .815%  + 3 .7 2 5 %  + 2 .4 2 0 %
+ 5.482%  -1,382,928
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The cost constraints to the front-end loaded model are:
1. The model project is awarded at $1,920,500, therefore the product o f monthly
cash inflow and duration should be equal to the award price. The formulation 
for the constraint is:
9 U a + 8% +6% +7% +% +5% +3 %+7%y=l,920,500
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2. If one activity item of the monthly cash inflow is exceedingly high, some other 
activity item will become an unreasonably small number. In order not to zero 
out some monthly cash inflow, the front-end loaded monthly rate cannot be 
smaller than the monthly direct cost. The formulation o f the constraint is:
% > 50,000 
% > 20,000 
% >  60,000 
%  > 40,000 
%>  10,000 
% >  50,000 
%  > 30,000 
% >  10,000
Linear Programming 
The above formulation falls into a class of mathematics known as linear 
programming (Dantzig and Thapa, 1997, and Fang ad Puthenpura, 1993). In vector- 
matrix notation, the standard form of a linear programming is:
Maximize C^x = z
Subject to A X = 6
X ^  0
where C = matrix
X  = vector o f decision variables
z = objective function to be maximized
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A -  matrix of 9x8  size 
6 = vector of 1x9 size
The Simplex Algorithm (Dantzig and Thapa, 1997 and Fang and Puthenpura, 
1993) in Tableau Form can solved the linear programming. For realistic size 
construction schedules with many activities, it is easier to use a commercial linear
programming optimizer program. LINGO, a commercial program is used in this 
research. LINGO can found at the web site; www.lindo.com. The programming (in 
LINGO), exact formulation, and solution can be found on the CD and the program 
listing can be found at Appendix.
LINGO is an optimizer program that has its own programming language 
(LINDO Systems Inc, 2003). LINGO can read data from and write data to a 
spreadsheet. The sample program in Appendix utilizes this feature. To describe the 
programming language in detail is beyond the scope of this research. The optimizer in 
LINGO uses a Dual Simplex Algorithm for solving linear programming problems. 
Hartley (1985) discusses the Dual Simplex Algorithm in detail. Fang and Puthenpura 
(1993) present a step-by-step Dual Simplex Algorithm Method for computer 
implementation.
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Interpretation of Results 
After running the program in LINGO, the solution of the eight decision
variables and the maximized objective function are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison o f the results o f the two models.
Activity Monthly Cash Inflow 
Early Start Model 
($)
Monthly Cash Inflow 
Front-End Loaded Model 
($)
A 57,500 50,000
B 23,000 20,000
C 69,000 101,750
D 46,000 40,000
E 11,500 10,000
F 57,500 50,000
G 34,500 30,1000
H 11,500 10,000
Objective Function 193,923 203,856
The early start model and ftont-end loaded model yield different results for the 
monthly cash flow. The m^ority o f the difference in the results is associated with 
Activity C, where the cash inflow increases from $69,000 to $101,750. The other seven 
activity's monthly cash inflow decreased to compensate for Activity C's increase. The 
net present gross profit increased from $193,923 to $203,856, representing a 5.1% 
increase in gross profit.
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CHAPTER 7
SCHEDULE ACTIVITY SHIFTING
Once the front-end loading procedure is performed, further enhancement of 
maximizing gross net present profit can be achieved by schedule activity shifting. Easa 
(1992) states that financial benefits can be achieved by shifting certain activities within 
their available floats. The procedure for activity shifting is outline by Easa (1992). 
There are three important aspects that results from activity shifting:
1. Maximizing net present value of gross profit
2. Leveling overdraft - The difference between monthly cash inflow and outflow is
the overdraft. By shifting the activities floats, overdrafts can be leveled.
3. Effect on the owner’s payment to contractor and interest rates.
This research addresses on the first point: maximization of net present value of 
the gross profit.
The model in this research modifies Easa's cash flow system in the following 
manner. Easa’s (1992) give the number o f progress payment v, as:
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T
V = — 
t
where v = number o f payments
T = total project duration in months or weeks
t = progress payment interval in months or weeks
The model in the thesis simplifies the progress payment to a monthly basis. 
This conforms to most of the lump-sum contract payment forms.
The monthly expenditure for each of the activities is assumed to be a uniform 
series during the project duration in Easa (1992). As stated in the earlier assumptions,
the model in this thesis is assumed to have a single payment occurring at the end of the 
month of the project’s duration.
Activity Shifting Formulation
The formulation given by Easa’s (1992) for activity shifting is used in this 
model. Since there are no floats in the critical activities, the formulation for those 
activities are just cash inflow and outflow as described in Chapter 3. The non-critical 
activities formulation consists of two procedures, namely activity shifting and 
interfering float.
According to Hancher (2003), if  the floats o f an activity interfere with the 
subsequent activity’s early start time, it is termed as interfering float. In scheduling 
terms, it is the difference between the total float and the free float.. The equation for the 
interfering float (Hancher, 2003) is:
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where i is the activity ID
j  is the subsequent activity ID
TFÿ is the interfering float o f activity i
TFÿ is the total float of activity ;
FFij is the free float o f activity i 
According to Easa, a binary integer decision variable, X, is assigned to the 
activity shifting. So, for example an activity with two months of float time would have 
three binary integer decision variables, Xq, X \ ,  and X j .  In the un-shifted position, the 
activities would be assigned as Xq. If the activity were shifted for one month, the 
activity would be assigned as X].  Finally, if  the activity were shifted for two months, 
the activity would be assigned as X2.
Since each activity can be shifted only once, the formulation of the binary 
integer decision variables for each activity would be;
%
7=0
where j  = amount of float 
k = activity with float 
TFk = amount of float for activity k
2;̂  = binary integer decision variable for activity  ̂with y amount of float 
For the example stated above with two months o f float, the summation o f the 
binary decision variables is:
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The amount o f floats available for shifting can be formulated as follow:
-  Z !  7 ^ ^
7=0
where y = amount o f float 
A = activity with float
TFk = amount of float for activity k
Ikj = binary integer decision variable for activity k with y amount of float 
For the example stated above with two months o f float, the amount of shifting
I S :
= 0 X + 1 X + 2 X
By means o f early start o f the subsequent activities, the amount of shifting in the 
interfering float zone must be smaller or equal to the two affected activities 
^  7%
where x  ̂= the amount of shifting for activity k 
= start of subsequent activities 
FFj. = amount of free float of activity k
Table 4 shows the float of the network based on the early start schedule. Figure 
3 is a partial Gantt chart demonstrating the activity shifting procedure. There are four 
months of interfering floats for activity E. The decision variables for activity E are
AE3, and 2̂ ;/ where is the shifting of one month, 2̂  ̂ is the shifting of two 
months and so on.
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Table 4. Early start activity floats (Source: Easa).
Activity
Direct
Costs
( $ )
Early Start 
(Months)
Free Floats 
(Months)
Interfering
(Months)
Total
Floats
(Months)
A 50,000 0 6 0 6
B 20,000 0 0 0 0
C 60,000 0 3 4 7
D 40,000 8 0 0 0
E 10,000 8 0 4 4
F 50,000 15 0 0 0
G 30,000 8 9 0 9
H 10,000 9 4 0 4
Activity
ID
H
M o n th s
10,000
Interfering Float
T “ ‘...............
10,000
1 9  I 10 1 I I  1 12 ! 13 I 14 1 15 ! 16 ! 17 I 18
Figure 8. Partial Gantt chart with activity floats.
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The cash inflow for an activity during any month is:
Cash inflow = (1 -  R) x %  x % x f  1̂
where R = retainage in percentage given as a decimal value
% = monthly ftont-end loaded cash inflow that is described in Chapter 6.
= activity ID
j  = number of month of activity shifted
Xkj = binary integer decision variable for activity k  with j  months shifted 
PVj = present value factor in Table A-1, Appendix 
The cash outflow for an activity during any month is:
Cash inflow = % x x f
where Dk = monthly direct cost for activity k that is described in Chapter 5.
Xkj = binary integer decision variable for activity k with j  months shifted 
PVj = present value factor given in Appendix
From Table 4, the monthly direct cost for activity E is $10,000. Applying the 
results of front-end loading, from Table 3, the monthly rate is $10,000. From Table A-1 
in Appendix, the present value factor for month 9 is 0.9143, for month 10 is 0.9053, for
month 11 is 0.8963, and for month 12 is 0.8874. Refer to Figure 8, the formulation for
activity E without shifting month 9 is as follows:
Cash outflow (month 9) = 10,000 x x 0.9143
= 9,143 Ago
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Cash inflow (moth 10) = (1 -  0.1) x 10,000 x Aĝ  x 0.9053
= 8,148 Ago
Net Present Gross Profit = Cash inflow -  Cash outflow
= 8,148Ago -9,143Ag
= — 995Ago
■go
Similarly, activity E shifting of one month is as follow:
Cash outflow (month 10) = 10,000 x Ag, x 0.9053
= 9,053Ag,
Cash inflow (moth 11) ( l - o . l ) x l 0,000X Ag, X 0.8963
= 8,067Ag,
Net Present Gross Profit = Cash inflow -  Cash outflow
= 8,067Ag, -9,053Ag,
— — 986Ag,
Similarly, activity E shifting of two months is as follow:
Cash outflow (month 11) = 10,000 x Aĝ  x 0.8963
8,963Ag■g2
Cash inflow (month 12) = ( l-O .l)x  10,000 x Aĝ  x 0.8874
= 7,987A' E2
Net Present Gross Profit Cash inflow -  Cash outflow
7,987Ag2 -8,963Ag'?2
= -976A £2
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Similarly, activity E shiAing of three months is as follow:
Cash outflow (month 12) = 10,000 x x 0.8874
— 8,874Agg
Cash inflow (moth 13) = (1 -  0.1) x 10,000 x x 0.8787
= 7,908Ag2
Net Present Gross Profit = Cash inflow -  Cash outflow
— 7,908Ac3 — 8,874Ar£ 3
— — 966Ag3
Similarly, activity E shifting of four months is as follow:
Cash outflow (month 13) = 10,000 x Aĝ  x 0.8787
= 8,787Ag,
Cash inflow (moth 14) = (1 -  0.1) x 10,000 x Ag  ̂ x 0.8700
= 7,830A„EA
Net Present Gross Profit = Cash inflow -  Cash outflow 
= 7,830Ag, -8 ,787A g,
= -957Ag4
To ensure that there is only one À, the summation of all À is equal to 1 :
Applying the amount o f shift formulation given above, the shift o f activity F is:
0 X Agg + 1 X Ay;.] + 2 X A-gj + 3 X Agj + 4 X Â,.̂
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The amount o f shift for subsequence activity H is:
0 X A^g + 1 X A^j + 2 X A^2 + 3 X Â 3̂ + 4 X Â ^̂
The schedule logic constraint for activity E and activity H is:
(Ag, + 2Ag; + 3Ag3 + 4Ag  ̂) -  (A^, + 2A^^ + 3A,y3 + 4A,y^) < 0 
Similarly, the monthly cash flow can be developed for all the activities. The 
summation of all the monthly values of net present gross profit is the objective function. 
The objective function is to maximize:
Max = -46 ,647  x Â g -  46,185 x Â , -  45,728 x Â  ̂ " 45,275 x A 3̂ -  44,826 x A ,̂ -  
44,383 xA^; -  43,943 xA^g -16 ,667  + 177,738xAg.g +175,978 xA^, +174,235 xÂ .̂  + 
172,510xAc3 +170,802xAc^ +169,111 x Â  ̂ +167 ,437x Â g + 165,779x Ag.̂  -  
27,068 -  995 x Â g -  986 x Â , -  976 x Â  ̂ -  967 x Â^̂  -  957 x A^, -  22,765 -  
8,874 X Â g -  8,786 x A ,̂ -  8,699 x Â  ̂ -  8,613 x Ag3 -  8,528 x Â  ̂ -  8,443 x A ;̂ -  
8,360 X Agg — 8,277 x Aĝ  ~ 8,195 x Agg — 8,114 x Agg — 6,700 x Aŷ g — 6,634 x Ayyj —
6,568 xAyy; -6 ,5 0 3  xAyy3 -6 ,4 3 9  xAyy, +155,835
Notice all the terms with negative value and without Xkj are the net present gross 
profit for the critical activities. Following simplification the objective function is:
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M rc = -46,647A^g - 4 6 ,1 85A^, -45,728A^z -45,275A^3 -44,826A ^, -44,383A^; -43,9431^^ + 
177,738Agg +175,978Ag, +174,235Ag2 +172,510Agg +170,802^^^ + 169 ,lllA g , +167,437Ag^ +
165,779/4,^2 — 995AyjQ — 986Ag, — 9 6 7 — 957Ag3 — 967Ay,  ̂ — 8,874Agg — 8,786Ag, —
8,699Ag2 -8,613Agg -8,528Ag, -  8,443Ag, -  8,360Ag, -8,277Ag2 -8,195Ag, -8,114Ag, -
6,700Ayyg ~ 6,634Ayyj “  6,568Ayy2 ~ 6,503Ayy3 “  6,439Ayy  ̂ +89,335
The constraints of the activity shifting are;
^ /40  +  +  ^ ,4 2  +  +  ^ /45  +  ^^/46 =  ^
ĈO + ^Cl + ^C2 + + ^C4 + + ^C7 = 1
& 0  +  ^ £ 1  +  ^ £ 2  +  & 3  + ^ £ 4 = 1
-^GO +  '^G l +  '^GZ +  '^G a +  ^^G4 +  ^ G 5  +  ^ G 6  +  ^ G 7  +  '^Gg +  ^ G 9  =  ^
+  ^ £ 1  +  ^^£2 +  ^^£3 +  ^^£4  =  ^
(Ag] + 2 X Agg + 3 X Ag3 + 4 X Aĝ  + 5 x Â .j + 6 x Agg + 7 x Agg ) —
(Ayy, + 2 X Ayyg + 3 X Ayy] + 4xAyy^)<3
( A g i  +  2 X A g g  +  3 X A g g  +  4 X A g ^ )  — ( A g y ,  +  2 X Ag^g +  3 X A g g  +  4  X Ayŷ ) <  0
Again, the above formulation falls into linear programming. There are 35 
decision variables. The decision variables are binary in nature (Schrage, 2003). The 
above equations can be solved by any commercially available linear programming
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program, for example LINGO fwww.lindo.comL The programming, exact formulation, 
and solution can be found on the CD and the program listing is provided in Appendix.
Interpretation o f Results 
The solution for the decision variables and the maximized solutions are
summarized in the TableS, Table 6, and Figure 9. Table 5 presents the solutions for the 
35 decision variables. Table 6 presents the amount of shifting for each of the activity. 
Based on the solution of the activity shifting variables, the optimized schedule is 
provided in Figure 9. The net present gross profit is again increased to $207,620. The 
comparison of early start schedule, front-end loading, and activity shifting results are 
given in Table 7.
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Table 5. Table o f binary decision variables.
Variable Value Variable Value Variable Value Variable Value
0 0 0 0
0 ^C3 0 1 0
0 0 /1-CO 0 1
0 /Icj 0 ^Gi 0 0
/Ixx 0 0 '̂ G.2 0 ^H1 0
'Ixj 0 Â̂C7 0 0 0
1 ÊO 0 ĜV 0 ^H3 0
Aco 1 ^EI 0 0 Xh4 1
-ley 0 ^E2 0 0
The shifting of each o f the activity is presented in Table 6. The optimized 
activity shifting bar chart is presented in Figure 9
Table 6. Table of activity shifting
Activity ID Amount of Shifting
A Shifted for 6 months
B Critical Activity
C Not Shifted
D Critical Activity
E Shifted for 4 months
F Critical Activity
G Shifted for 9 months
H Shifted for 4 months
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A ctivity
ID
Months 1 I 2 I 3 14 1 5 1 6 ! 7 ! 8 1 9 ! 101 11 ! 121 13 1 14 1 15 ! 161 17 1 18 ! 19 ! 20 ! 21
Critical activity 
Non-critical activity
Figure 9. Linear activity shifting optimized Gantt chart.
Table 7. Linear objective function comparison.
Early Start Front-end Activity
Schedule Loading Shifting
Net Present 
Value Gross 
Profit
$193,923 $203,856 $207,620
% Increase Base 5.12% 7.06%
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CHAPTER 8
NON-LINEAR MODEL
In Chapter 6, the front-end loading procedure is discussed in detail. The front- 
end loading solution is applied to activity shifting procedure as described in Chapter 7. 
The above two procedures, namely front-end loading and activity shifting are done 
independently and sequentially as shown in Figure 1. Although the sequential linear 
processes produced an improved optimized result present in Table 7, the two processes 
can be combined into a single non-linear procedure. This front-end loading and activity 
shifting combined non-linear procedure can further enhance the net present gross profit. 
The model project as described in Chapter 4 is again used for the non-linear model 
formulation.
Non-Linear Cash Flow Formulation 
From Table 1, the monthly direct cost for Activity A is $50,000. As described 
in Chapter 6, front-end loading formulation section, the monthly cash inflow for 
Activity A is Ux- From Table 4, the free float for Activity A is six months. As 
described in the activity shifting formulation in Chapter 7, the binary integer variables 
for Activity A are A/y, Â 2, Â g, Â ,̂ Â j, and A/g, Figure 10 presents a partial Gantt
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chart fbr Activity A along with cash outflow, cash inflow, and total float. The cash 
inflow fbr an activity during month j is:
Cash inflow = (I -  R ) x U ^ x  x PV-
where Jg = retainage in percent given s a decimal value
[4  = monthly front-end loaded cash inflow fbr activity A that is described
in Chapter 6. 
k = activity ID
j  = number of month of activity shifted
Xjy = binary integer decision variable for activity k  with j  months shifted 
PVj  = present value factor for month j  in Table A-1, Appendix 
The cash outflow for an activity during any month is;
Cash inflow == x Â . x PVj
where = monthly direct cost for activity k that is described in Chapter 5.
Xkj = binary integer decision variable for activity k with /  months shifted 
PVj  = present value factor for month j  in Table A-1, Appendix 
The net gross profit is the difference between the cash inflow and cash outflow and is 
given as;
Net Gross Profit = Cash inflow -  Cash outflow
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A ctivity
ID
Months
50,000  every month
A
50,000
Floats
V a Va Va Va Va Va Va V a Va
1 ! 2 I 3 i 4 i 5 ! 6 ■ 7 ■ 8 ■ 9 | 10 ! 11 | 12 ■ 13 ! 14 | 15 ■ 16 | 17 |l8 j 19 ! 20 ■ 21
is:
Figure 10 Partial Gantt chart of activity A without shifting.
Applying the above formulation, the formulation for Activity A without shifting
Month 1 -
Net Present Value Factor = 0.9901 (From Appendix) 
Cash Inflow = 0
Cash Outflow = 50,000 x x 0.9901
Net Present Gross Profit = 0 -  (50,000 x x 0.9901)
Month 2
Net Present Value Factor = 0.9803 (From Appendix) 
Cash Inflow = (l-O .l)x f/^  x x 0.9803
0.9 xf/^xA^gX 0.9803
Cash Outflow = 50,000 x x 0.9803
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Net Present Gross Profit =
(0.9 X X X 0.9803) -  (50,000 x x 0.9803)
Month 3 -
Net Present Value Factor = 0.9706 (From Appendix)
Cash Inflow == (1 -  0.1) x x x 0.9706
= 0.9 X X X 0.9706
Cash Outflow = 50,000 x x 0.9706
Net Present Gross Profit -
(0.9 X X Â g X 0.9706) -  (50,000 x Â g x 0.9706)
Similarly, month four to month ten can be developed. The total o f the ten
months o f cash flow for Activity A without shifting is:
Cash inflow =
(0.9 X  X  Â g X 0.9803) + (0.9 x x Â g x 0.9706) + (0.9 x x Â g x 0.9610) +
(0.9 X X Â g X 0.9515) + (0.9 x x Â g x 0.9420) + (0.9 x x Â g x 0.9327) +
(0.9X X Â g X 0.9235) + (0.9X x l^g x 0.9143) + (0.9x x Â g x 0.9053)
After simplification the cash inflow is:
Cash inflow = 0.9 xf/^ x ,l̂ g x (0.980 + 0.971 + 0.961 + 0.952 + 0.942 +
0.933 + 0.924 + 0.914 + 0.905)
= 7.633 xf/^ X Â g
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Similarly, cash outflow is:
Cash outflow = (50,000 x x 0.9901) + (50,000 x Â g x 0.9803) + 
(50,000 X ;î g X 0.9706) + (50,000 x Â g x 0.9610) + 
(50,000 xA^g X 0.9515) + (50,000 x l^g x 0.9420) + 
(50,000 X Â g X 0.9327) + (50,000 x Â g x 0.9235) + 
(50,000 xA^gX 0.9143)
A fter sim plification the cash inflow  is:
Cash outflow = 50,000 x Â g x (0.990 + 0.980 + 0.971 + 0.961 + 0.952 + 
0.942 + 0.933 + 0.924 + 0.914)
428,301 X AÀ0
Activity
ID
Months
50 ,0 0 0  every month............... 50,000
! Floats ■ I 1
[/x  (/x  (/x  [/x  [/x  [:x f/x  f/x  [/x
1 ! 2 ! 3 j 4 j 5 I 6 ! 7 { 8 j 9 j 10 ■ 11 ■ 121 13 j 14 j 15 j 16 ■ 17 ! 18 ■ 19 ! 20 ■ 21
Figure 11 Partial Gantt chart o f activity A shifted by one month.
Figure 11 presents a partial Gantt chart fbr activity A with an activity shifting of 
one month along with cash outflow, cash inflow, and total floats. Applying the above
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formulation of cash inflow and outflow, the formulation fbr Activity A with shifting of 
1 month is:
Month 2 -
Net Present Value Factor = 0.9803 (From Appendix)
Cash Inflow = 0
Cash Outflow = 50,000 x ^ 0.9803
Net Present Gross Profit = 0 -  (50,000 x 2^, x 0.9803)
Month 3 -
Net Present Value Factor = 0.9706 (From Appendix)
Cash Inflow = (1 -0 .1 )x  x 2^, x 0.9706 
= 0 .9 x [/^ x 2 ^ , X 0.9706 
Cash Outflow = 50,000 x 2^, x 0.9706 
Net Present Gross Profit =
(0.9 X X 2 ]̂ X 0.9706) -  (50,000 x 2^, x 0.9706)
Month 4 -
Net Present Value Factor = 0.9610 (From Appendix)
Cash Inflow = (1 -  0.1)x x 2^, x 0.9610 
= 0.9x6/^ X 2^, X 0.9610 
Cash Outflow = 50,000 X 2^, x 0.9610 
Net Present Gross Profit =
(0.9x[/^  x2^, X 0.9610)-(50,000 X 2^, X 0.9610)
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Similarly, month five to month 11 can be developed. The total o f the ten 
months o f cash flow fbr Activity A without shifting is:
Cash inflow -
(0 .9xf/^  x2^, X0.9706) + ( 0 . 9 x X 2 ,̂ X0.9610)+ (0 .9 x f /^ x 2 ,̂ X0.9515) +
(0.9 X X 2^, X 0.9420) + (0.9 x[/^ x 2^, x 0.9327) + (0.9 x x 2^, x 0.9235) +
(0.9xf/^  x2^, X 0.9143) +(0.9 X X 2^, X 0.9053)+ (0.9 xf/^  x 2^, x 0.8963)
After simplification the cash inflow is:
Cash inflow =
0.9X X 2^, X (0.971+ 0.961+ 0.952+ 0.942+ 0.933+ 0.924+ 0.914 +
0.905 + 0.896)
= 7.558 xf/^ x2^,
Cash outflow =
(50,000 X 2^, X 0.9803) + (50,000 x 2^, x 0.9706) + (50,000 x 2^, x 0.9610) + 
(50,000 X 2^, X 0.9515) + (50,000 x 2^, x 0.9420) + (50,000 x 2^, x 0.9327) +
(50,000 X 2^, X 0.9235) + (50,000 x 2^, x 0.9143) + (50,000 x 2^, x 0.9053)
After simplification the cash inflow =
50,000 X 2̂  ̂ X (0.980 + 0.971 + 0.961 + 0.952 + 0.942 + 0.933 + 0.924 + 0.914 + 0.905)
= 424,060 X 2̂ 1
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Activity
ID
Months
50 ,000  every m onth ................50,000
A  A  A  A
Floats I I
V V V Ÿ
f /x  [/x  ( /x  :/x  (/x  t^x ( /x  f /x  f/x
1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 ! 6 ! 7 ■ 8 ■ 9 ■ 10 j 11 ■ 12 | 13 ■ 14 ! 15 | 16 ■ 17 j 18 ■ 19 j 20 j 21
Figure 12. Partial Gantt chart of activity A shifted by two months
Figure 12 presents a partial bar chart for Activity A with an activity shifed by 
two months along with cash outflow, cash inflow, and total floats. Applying the above 
formulation of cash inflow and outflow, for Activity A shifted by one month is:
Cash inflow =
(0.9 X X X 0.9610) + (0.9 X X x 0.9515) + (0.9 xf/^ x x 0.9420) +
(0.9X X X 0.9327) + (0.9 xf/^ x x 0.9235) + (0.9xf/^  x x 0.9143) +
(0.9 X X X 0.9053) + (0.9 x[/^ x x 0.8963) + (0.9 xf/^ x x 0.8874)
After simplification the cash inflow is:
Cash inflow =
0.9 X X X (0.961 + 0.952 + 0.942 + 0.933 + 0.924 + 0.914 + 0.905 + 
0.896 + 0.887)
= 7.483 xf /^ xA^2
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The cash outflow is:
Cash outflow =
(50,000 X X 0.9706) + (50,000 x x 0.9610) + (50,000 x x 0.9515) +
(50,000 X X 0.9420) + (50,000 x x 0.9327) + (50,000 x x 0.9235) +
(50,000 X X 0.9143) + (50,000 x x 0.9053) + (50,000 x Â  ̂ x 0.8963)
After simplification the cash outflow is:
Cash outflow =
50,000X Â 2 X (0.971 + 0.961 + 0.952 + 0.942 + 0.933 + 0.924 + 0.914 + 0.905 + 0.896) 
= 419,862 xA^2
By following the example given above, the cash inflow and the cash outflow for 
activity A can be developed as:
/■=rO
where C Ia is the total cash inflow for activity A
ci Ai is the cash inflow for activity A with shifting of i month and 
i is the number o f months shifted within the total floats
/=0
where COx is the total cash inflow for activity A
CO Ai is the cash inflow for activity A with shifting o f i month and 
i is the number o f months shifted within the total floats 
Applying the above formula, the cash inflow fbr activity A is:
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CIa ~~ 7 . 6 3 4 f / ^ + 7.55841/^A ĝ + 7 .4 8 3 //^A ĝ + 
The total cash inflow for activity A is:
7.633//^ Â g +7.5584//^A^, + 7.483//^ Â  ̂ +7.409//^A^3 +
7 .3 3 5 //,A ,, + 7 .2 6 3 //, A,; +7.191//,A ,g  +
The total cash outflow for activity A is:
COx =
428,30 lA,g + 424 ,060A „ +419,862A,^ + 41 5 ,7 0 5 A,^ +  
4 1 1,589A,, + 407,514A,; +403,479A,g
By repeating the above formulation for the rest of the activities, the cash inflow 
and cash outflow can be obtained. The cash flow for all the remainder o f the activities 
is listed as follow:
Since activity B is a critical activity, there is no float for that particular activity 
and there is no binary integer decision variable for the activity. The total cash inflow 
for activity B is:
C/a = 6.818//g 
C C g -  153,034
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The total cash inflow fbr activity C is:
5.995/7f - + 5.936//(-. Ag.] + 5.877/7^ Â .̂  + 5.819/7 +
5.761/7cAĝ ,̂ +5.704/7ĝ Âc; +5.648/7cAg,g +5.592/7cA^.,
The total cash outflow fbr activity C is:
COc = 
403,692Aco +399,695Ac, +395,737Ac; +391,819Ac3 + 
387,940A(., +384,099Ag.; +380,296A^.g + 376,53 lA .̂,
Similarly, the cash flow for activity D, E, F, G and H are as follow: 
C7n= 5.537/7g 
248,535
C7a = 
0.815/7gAgg +0.807/7^Ag, +0.799/7t.A^2 +0.791/7^Ag3 +0.783/7^Ag4
COe ~ 9,143Ay.Q + 9,053Ag, + 8,963Ag2 + 8,874A , + 8,787Ag^
C 7f=  3.725/7;;. 
C O f =  209,025
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C/G =
lAlOCgAcg +2.396//^  Ac, + 2.372//G Â  ̂ + 2.349//GAG3 +
2.326//GAG, + 2.303//GAc; + 2.280//GAGg + 2.257//GA(;7 +
2.235//c Agg +2.213//G Agg
81,479AGg +80,672Ao, +79,873Ac2 +79,082Ac3 + 78,299Â  ̂ + 
77,524Ac; + 76,756A(;g + 75,996Ag;; + 75,244Agg + 74,499A^, 
C7// =
5 .4 8 2 //;;A;;g + 5 . 4 2 8 / / +  5 .3 7 4 //^ ^ 1^2 5 . 3 2 1 / / “f
5.268//;;A;;, 
C O //-  61,519A;;g +60,909A;;, +60,306A;;2 +59,709A;;3 +59,118A;;, 
Retainage -  192,050 x 0.8114 
= 155,829
Notice from above that in cash inflow and outflow, the non-linear term appears 
in the non-critical cash inflow terms. The cash inflow and cash outflow for the critical 
activities and the cash outflow for the non-critical activities are all linear.
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Non-Linear Objective Function Formulation 
From the previous section, the cash inflow and cash outflow fbr all activities
have been developed. The objective function is again the net present value of the 
difference between the cash inflow and outflow, that is:
H
Objective function: maximize z -  -  CO, )
i~A
where z = objective function
i = activity ID
C// is the total cash inflow fbr activity i
CO, is the total cash outflow for activity i 
The total cash inflow for all the activities and retainage is ;
Cash inflow =
C , x(7.633A,g +7.558A,, +7.483A ,; + 7 . 4 0 9 +7. 335A, ,  +7.263A,; + 
7 .1 9 U ,J  + C^ X6. 818+ C ,x(5.995A cg +5.936^^, + 5 . 8 7 7 + 5 . 8 1 9 ^ ^ 3  +
5.761 A;,  ̂ + 5.704A;.5 + 5.648Â -g + 5.592A;.;) + / / ^  x  5.537 + U y x (0 .815Agg + 
0.807Ag, + 0.799Ag; +0.791A^g + 0 .7 8 3 A g J  + O;r x 3.725 + Oc x(2.420Acg +
2.396Ac, +2.372Ag2 +2.349Ac3 +2.326Ac, +2.303Ac; +2.280Ag;g +
2.257Ag;, +2.235Acg +2.213A g,) + //;; x(5.482A;,g +5.428A;;, +5.374A;;2 +
5.321A;;3 +5.268A ;;J + 155,829
The total cash outflow fbr all the activities is:
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Cash outflow =
(428,30U,g +424,060A„ +419,8621,; +415,7051,; +411,4891,^ + 
407,5141,; + 407,4791, J  + 153,034 +(403,6921^0 +399,6951^, + 
395,7371^2 + 391,8191c; +387,9401^4 +384,0991^; +380,2961^6 + 
376,5311c;)+ 248,535 +(9,1431gg +9,0531^, +8,9631^^ +8,8741;,.; + 
8,7871g4 ) +209,025 +(8 l,4791co + 80,6721c + 79,8731c; +79,0821^; + 
78,2991c4 + 77,5241c; +76,7561c6 +75,9961c; +75,2441c« + 74 ,4991^ ) + 
(61,5191;;g +60,9091;;, +60,0361;;2 +59,7091;;; +59,1181;;^)
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As mentioned in the above formula, the objective function is the net present 
gross profit, which is the difference between the cash inflow and the cash outflow:
z = { / / ,  X (7.6331,0 + 7.5581,, + 7.4831,; + 7.4091,; + 7.3351,^ + 7.2631,, +
7.1911,6) + //g X 6.818+ //, x(5.9951co + 5.9361c +5.8771^; +5.8191(.; +
5 . 7 6 1 1 ^ 4  +  5 . 7 0 4 1 c  +  5 . 6 4 8 1 g . g  +  5 . 5 9 2 1 g , ; )  +  / /  ̂ x 5 . 5 3 7  + U y x ( 0 . 8 1 5 1 ^ - q  +
0.8071g, + 0.7991g; + 0.7911g; + 0.7831g4) + //g x 3.725 + //g x (2.4201go +
2.3961g, + 2.3721g; + 2.3491g; + 2.3261g4 + 2.3031g;, + 2.2801g;g +
2.2571g; +2.2351gg +2.2131gg) + /7;; x(5.4821;yo +5.4281;;, +5.3741;;; + 
5.3211;;; +5.2681;;^) +155,829} "{(428,3011,0 +424,0601,, +419,8621,; + 
415,7051,; +411,4891,4 +407,5141,, +403,4791,o) + 153,034 + 
(403,6921go + 399,6951g, + 395,7371g; + 391,8191g; + 387,9401g4 + 
384,0991g, +380,2961go +376,5311g;)+ 248,535 +(9,1431gg + 9,0531g, + 
8,9631g; + 8,8741g; +8,7871g4) + 209,025+ (8 l,4791go + 80,6721g;, + 
79,8731g; + 79,0821g; +78,2991g4 + 77,5241g, +76,7561gg + 75,9961g; + 
75,2441gg +74,4991gg)+(61,5191;;0 +60,9091;;, +60,0361;;; + 
59,7091;;;+ 59,1 181;;4)}
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After simplification and rounding to two decimals, the non-linear objective
function is:
z — U^ X (7.63/1^0 + 7.561_4| + 7.481^; + 7.411^; + 7.341^^ + 7.261^, +
7.191^6)-(428,3011^0 +424,0601^1 +419,8621^; +415,7051^; +
411,4891^4 +407,5141^, + 403,4791^,) + f/g x 6.82 + / / ,  x(6.001gg +
5 . 9 4 1 g ,  +  5 . 8  8 1 g . ;  +  5 . 8 2 1 g . ;  + 5 . 7 6 1 ^ 4  +  5 . 7 0 1 g ,  +  5 . 6 5 1 g g  +  5 . 5 9 1 g ; )  — 
(403,6921go + 399,6951g, + 395,7371g; + 391,8191g; +387,9401g4 + 
384,0991g, + 380,2961g, + 376,5311g;) + //g  x 5.54 + //g  x (0.821go +
0.811g, + 0.801g; + 0.791g; +0.781g4)-(9,1431go + 9,0531g, +
8,9631g; + 8,8741g; + 8,7871g4) + //g  x 3.725 + //g  x (2.421gg +
2.401g, + 2.371g; + 2.351g; + 2.321g4 + 2.301g, + 2.281g, +
2.261g; + 2.231g: + 2.211g,)-(81,4791go + 80,6721g, + 79,8731g; + 
79,0821g; +78,2991g4 + 77,5241g, + 76,7561g, + 75,9961g; +
75,2441gg + 74,4991gg) + t/g x (5.481g, + 5.431g, + 5.371g; +
5.321g; + 5 .2 7 1 g 4 ) - (61,5191go + 60,9091g, + 60,0361g; +
59,7091g; + 59,1181g4 ) -  454,765
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Project Model Constraints Formulation 
Since none o f the assumptions and job conditions is changed, the constraints to
the project models remain the same with the linear (front-end loading and activity 
shifting) model. The determination of the constraints has been explained in detail 
during the previous two chapters. The constraints are:
1. Award bid price
9//4 + 8 Ug+6//c+7 % +//r4-5 /4+3 ÜG+7 U//-1,920,500
2. Monthly rate cannot be smaller than the monthly direct cost.
50,000
% > 20,000
//c > 60,000
40,000
Ue > 10,000
50,000
30,000
10,000
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3. One activity shifting
2-XO + + "̂ /I4 + ^X5 + = I
ĈO + ^Cl + ^C2 + &3 + &4 + ^C3 + &6 + &7 = ^
^EQ + ^E] + ^E2 + ^Ei + ^E4 ~ ^
'^GO +  '^G l +  '^G 2 +  ^ G 3  +  ^^G4 +  '^ G ! +  & 6  +  ^ G 7  +  '^GS +  ^ G 9  "  ^
AfiO + ^H\ + ^H2 + + ^H4 ^
4. Schedule logic:
(Igi + 2 X Ig; + 3 X Ig; + 4 X Ig^ + 5 X Ig , + 6 X Igg + 7 x Ag; ) —
(ig, + 2 X ig ; + 3 X ig ; + 4 X lg4 ) ^ 3
(Ig, + 2 X Ig; + 3 X Ig; + 4 X lg4 ) — (Igl + 2 X Ig ; + 3 X Ig ; + 4 X Ig^) < 0
Non-Linear Programming 
The above formulation falls into a special class of non-linear programming 
named quadratic programming. The objective function of a quadratic programming 
allows second order of decision variables. The constraints of the quadratic 
programming are still a linear function (Hartley, 1985, Zangwill 1969). According to 
Hartley, quadratic programming arises out o f multiple optimization o f two linear 
programming objective functions. This research does involve a linear optimization of 
front-end loading and also a linear optimization of activity shifting. The combined 
front-end loading and activity shifting modify the objective function into a second order 
form. The simple form of quadratic programming can be solved by pivot table method.
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For larger problems involving many decision variables, a commercially available 
program can obtain solutions more efficiently.
Once again, LINGO is used to solve the above non-linear programming. The 
programming listing is listed in Appendix.
Interpretation of Results 
The 43 (eight for front-end loading and 35 for activity shifting) non-linear 
decisions variables are solved through the use LINGO. The solution of the decision 
variables and the maximized solutions are summarized in the Tables 8, 9 and 10, and 
Figure 13. Table 8 presents the 35 activity shifting decisions variables. Table 9 
presents the number of months shifted for each activity. Figure 13 presents the 
optimized Gantt chart following the non-linear optimization. Table 10 presents the 
comparison of the cash inflow (decision variables) for each o f the activities. Table 11 
presents the comparison between the linear and non-linear objective functions.
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Table 8. Non-linear binary decision variables.
Variable Value Variable Value Variable Value Variable Value
0 0 ^E3 0 ^G7 0
0 0 1 0
0 /lev 0 &;o 0 1
0 ^C5 0 ^G] 0 0
0 0 0 Xhi 0
0 1 0 Xh2 0
1 ^EO 0 0 Xh3 0
<̂ 0 0 ^E1 0 0 1
0 ^E2 0 0
Table 9. Non-linear activity shifting.
Activity ID Amount of Shifting
A Shifted for 6 months
B Critical Activity
C Shifted for 7 months
D Critical Activity
E Shifted for 4 months
F Critical Activity
G Shifted for 9 months
H Shifted for 4 months
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Activity
ID
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
Months I ! 2 j 3 i 4 ! 5 i 6 ! 7 ! 8  I 9 i 10 i II ! 12 i 13 ! 14 j 15 i 16 i 17 ! 18 i 19 ! 20 i 21
Critical activity
Figure 13. Non-linear optimized Gantt chart.
Table 10. Comparison of cash inflow.
Cash Inflow Cash Inflow Cash Inflow
Early Start Model Front- end Loading N on-Linear Model
Activity ( $ ) ( $ ) ( $ )
A 57,500 50,000 50,000
B 23,000 20,000 51,310
C 69,000 101,000 60,000
D 46,000 40^W0 40,000
E 11,500 10,000 10,000
F 57^W0 50,000 50,000
G 34^W0 30,000 30,000
H 11,500 10,000 10,000
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Table 11. Linear and non-linear objective function comparison
Early Start
Model
Front-End
Loading
Activity
Shifting
Non-Linear
Aiodel
Objective
Function $193,923 $203,856 $207,620 $208,054
% profit 
Increase Base 5.12% 7.06% 7.29%
Once again, the non-linear (combined front-end loading and activity shifting) 
model is improved over the linear front-end loading and activity shifting model. The 
non-linear shows a gross profit (objective function) of $208,054 over the linear activity 
shifting model of $207,620.
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CHAPTER 9 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Gross Net Present Profit 
As presented in Table 6, the two linear independent optimization procedures 
(front-end loading and activity shifting), resulted in a 7.06 percent increase in gross net 
present profit, the non-linear model is a slightly higher at 7.29 percent. Although the 
difference between the two solutions does not make a significant change in profit in one 
project, the combine effect over all projects that contractor does within a year might 
make a significant difference.
Overdraft
As stated in the introduction, the difference between the contractor’s cash inflow 
and cash outflow is the overdraft. The following analysis is based on the overdraft in 
the various cases. Figure 14 presents the cumulative total of the overdraft for the three 
model investigated.
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300
250
200
150
I  100
13 14 15
(50) -
( 100) -
( 150)
Months
Early Start Model —  - Linear Model —  — Non-Linear Modell
Figure 14. Cumulative total o f the overdraft.
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The two linear models (front-end loading and activity shifting) and the non­
linear model share the same gross profit in the 21^ month (Ahuja et al., 1994). This is
due to the release o f retainage by the owner at the end of the project. There are major 
differences in overdraft between the three models.
Based on the early start model, the contractor experienced the first 16 months in 
negative cash flow. Based on a construction schedule of 20 months, the contractor has 
negative cash flow for 75 percent o f the time (Ahuja et al., 1994). Compare this to the 
two linear independent procedures (front-end loading and activity shifting), the 
contractor has only six months in negative cash flow, resulting in only 30% of the time 
being in negative cash flow. In comparison, the period of negative cash flow in the 
non-linear model is also six months.
The main advantage for the non-linear model is the smaller initial negative cash 
flow. The linear model starts the project with a negative $80,000 overdraft, where as 
the non-linear model starts with negative $20,000 overdraft. The second month of the 
linear model has a negative $50,000 overdraft, where the non-linear model is positive 
from the second month until month 13. The non-linear model resulted in a higher net 
present value than the linear model on the overdraft situation, that most contractors wish 
to avoid.
The improvement o f the overdraft does make a difference in the construction 
loan required from the bank. For example if the contractor starts two similar projects 
within a short period o f time, the contractor would only required $40,000 construction 
loan rather than a $160,000 from the bank. As stated in the introduction of the cash 
flow chapter, the under-capitalization is dominant in the construction industry. The
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difference in the construction loan would make a difference in profit or a loss for the 
contractor.
Linear and Non-Linear Model 
During the optimization of the linear procedures, the front-end loading
optimization does not take into account the float in the construction schedule. Although 
the monthly occurrence of the activity has been taken into account by the net present 
value, the activity floats and shifting is not considered. Once the front-end loading 
monthly rate has been established, the next linear sequential activity shifting procedure 
will be optimized within the confines of the established front-end loaded monthly rates.
The non-linear model takes into account the floats and activity shifting in the 
objective function. Thus, an enhanced solution is found with the optimization process.
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CHAPTER 10 
CONCLUSION
As stated in the beginning of this research, the two independent and sequential 
linear procedures (front-end loading and linear activity shifting) produce better net 
present gross profit for construction projects. As determined in Chapter 9, the non­
linear model demonstrates that by combining the front-end loading and activity shifting, 
an enhanced solution can be obtained. In the construction industry, most of the small to 
medium size contractors are under-capitalized. As discussed in Chapter 10, the 
overdraft creates a burden for those contractors. Better net present gross profit and 
fewer burdens on the contractor’s capital are the advantages for the small to medium 
size contractor to optimize their cash flow model. The non-linear model of combined 
front-end loading and activity shifting provides a method for the contractors to optimize 
their cash flow.
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CHAPTER 11
FUTURE ENHANCEMENT OF MODEL
There are four ways to improve the non-linear model. The first two are 
improvement of the assumptions that the model is based upon. The last two are the 
modeling technique improvements.
Cash Outflow
In both the linear and non-linear model, the expenditure is assumed to be 
constant and linear. In most cases, the expenditure of the direct cost is not linear and is 
described by a non-linear “S” curve. By introducing a stepping function within the 
duration o f the activity, a more suitable solution may be adapted to the particular 
contractor’s need.
Escalation
In both the linear and non-linear models, escalation is not taken in account. The 
model assumed escalation to be low or negligible. If the inflation is high during the 
construction period, then the escalation factor should be added onto the present worth 
factor. Escalation factors can be found in most engineering economy and cost 
engineering books.
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Activity Split
The non-linear model developed in this thesis included the activity shifting 
procedure. In some particular cases, it is advantageous for the contractor to split 
construction activity into segments. By activity shifting and splitting improvement and
by making use of the binary decision variable, X, an activity splitting model can be
developed to suit a particular contractor’s need.
Preliminary work has been performed in this area of activity splitting. Appendix 
present a program listing for non-linear front-end loading, activity shifting and activity 
splitting. Appendix provides the network data for the application of the activity 
splitting.
Genetic Algorithms
The example project used in this research consisted of eight activities. During 
the activity shifting procedure, 35 binary decision variables are introduced. In a 
complex, large-scale construction project, the schedule would have significantly more 
decision variables. This would increase the computation time to arrive at an optimized 
solution. Since the activity shifting decision is binary in nature, it might be of benefit to 
use a genetic algorithm model (Spall, 2003 and Kantardzic, 2003). This application of 
the evolutionary computation method would converge more rapidly to an optimized 
solution.
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CHAPTER 12 
SUMMARY
The successful contractor is required to submit a cost loaded construction 
schedule for a lump-sum contract project. The cost loaded construction schedule and 
schedule o f values can be generated by commercially available scheduling software. 
The construction schedule can easily be transformed into a cash flow model for the 
contractor. From this cash flow model, the contractor can improve net present gross 
profit by applying linear front-end loading procedure to the cash inflow. The net 
present gross profit can be further improved by applying the linear activity shifting 
procedure to each of the activity float. By applying the combined procedure (front-end 
loading and activity shifting) into a single non-linear procedure, the contractor can 
optimize the net present gross profit of the lump-sum construction project. This 
combined non-linear solution can produce improved net present gross profit over the 
linear and sequential solution.
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APPENDIX
PRESENT VALUE FACTOR TABLE
Table A-1. Present value factor table.
Month Discount Interest Rate Present Value Factor
1 1% 0.9901
2 1% 0.9803
3 1% 0.9706
4 1% (19610
5 1% (X9515
6 1% 0.9420
7 1% Cf9327
8 1% 0.9235
9 1% 0.9143
10 1% 0.9053
11 1% 0.8963
12 1% 0.8874
13 1% 0.8787
14 1% 0.8700
15 1% (18613
16 1% 0.8528
17 1% 0.8444
18 1% (18360
19 1% (18277
20 1% (18195
21 1% (18114
22 1% (18034
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Model Spreadsheet
In order to facilitate the transfer of data between models, an electronic 
spreadsheet is set up to ensure that the transfer of data is consistent between the various 
models (Schrage, 2003). The spreadsheet is developed using Microsoft Excel. The 
present worth factor (discount interest rate table as presented in Appendix, Table A-1), 
project estimate (as presented in Table 1), and construction schedule information, are all 
input into the spreadsheet. Figure B-1 presents a typical flow chart o f the model 
spreadsheet. The information can be modified during each of optimization phases.
A copy of the spreadsheet is included on the enclosed CD ROM. To run the 
optimization model, copy the spreadsheet and the models into the hard drive of your 
computer.
1 2 3
Present
Worth
Table
Project
Estimate
Schedule
Information
Ÿ
Computer Spreadsheet
Figure A-1. Computer spreadsheet flow chart.
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Program Listing -  Linear Front-End Loading Model
After the computer spreadsheet is set up as illustrated in Figure A-1, the linear 
front-end loading (unbalanced bid) model can be developed. The flow chart for 
developing the front-end loading model is presented in Figure A-2. The program takes 
information of the present worth factor, monthly direct cost and duration from the
computer spreadsheet. After the optimization is completed, the results of the decision 
variables and objective function are written back into the spreadsheet for later use or 
further analysis.
The following is the listing of the linear front-end loading (unbalanced bid) 
model to maximize net present gross profit of Easa’s model. The network and the 
description of the project model are described in Chapter 4. The program language is 
written in the LINGO language as developed by LINDO System Inc (www.lindo.com). 
For more information on LINGO language, please refer to “LINGO User’s Guide”.
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Computer Spreadsheet
Monthly
Direct
Costs
Present
Worth
Factor
Duration
Linear Front-End Loading Model
LINGO
Optimization
Results
Computer Spreadsheet
Figure A-2. Linear front-end loading model flow chart.
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Linear Front-End Loading Model Program Listing
Model:
Sets:
M o / I  . . 2 1 / :
PW;
Act / 1 .. 8 / :
DIR,
DUR,
UP,
IN,
OUT;
Endsets
Data:
PW = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'D17 : D37' );
DIR = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'D5 : D12' );
DUR = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'C5 : C12' );
RET = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'H4' );
TotBid = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'G13' );
Enddata
TotBid = @sum( Act : UP DUR);
Retain = TotBid * RET PW( 21);
! Bid Price Constraint;
@fbr( Act : UP > DIR);
! Matrix Set up;
! Time in Month;
! Present Value Factor;
! No of Activity;
! Direct Costs;
! Duration;
! Optimized Unit Price;
! Cash Inflow;
! Cash Outflow;
! Data Link to spreadsheet; 
! Present Worth Data;
! Direct Costs Data;
! Duration Data;
! Retention;
! Total Bid;
! Unit Rate X dur = total;
! Retainage;
! Unit Price more than direct;
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! Unbalanced Bid Section;
OUT( 1) =  DIR( 1) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #LE# 9 : PW( J) ); ! Act 1 Out Mo 1 - 9;
IN( 1) -  UP( ! ) * ( ! -  RET) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #LE# 9 : PW( J+1) );
! Act 1 In Mo 2 -10;
OUT( 2) — DIR( 2) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #LE# 8 : PW( J) ); ! Act 2 Out Mo 1-8;
IN( 2) = UP( 2) * (1 - RET) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #LE# 8 : PW( J+1) );
! Act 2  In Mo 2 - 9 ;
OUT( 3) = DIR( 3) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #LE# 6 : PW( J) ); ! Act 3 Out Mo 1 - 6;
IN( 3) = UP( 3) * (1 - RET) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #LE# 6 : PW( J+1) );
! Act 3 In Mo 2 - 7 ;
OUT( 4) = DIR( 4) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #GE# 9 #AND# J #LE# 15 : PW( J) );
! Act 4 Out Mo 9-15;
IN( 4) -  UP( 4) * (1 - RET) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #GE# 9 #AND# J #LE# 15 : PW( J+1)
); ! Act 4 In Mo 10 - 16;
OUT( 5) = DIR( 5) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #EQ# 9 : PW( J) ); ! Act 5 Out Mo 9;
IN( 5) = UP( 5) * (1 - RET) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #EQ# 9 : PW( J+1) );
! Act 5 In Mo 10;
OUT( 6) = DIR( 6) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #GE# 16 #AND# J #LE# 20 : PW( J) );
! Act 6 Out Mo 16-20;
IN( 6) = UP( 6) * (1 - RET) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #GE# 16 #AND# J #LE# 20 : PW( J+1) 
); ! Act 6 In Mo 17-21;
OUT( 7) = DIR( 7) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #GE# 9 #AND# J #LE# 11 : PW( J) );
! Act 7 Out Mo 9 -11;
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IN( 7) = UP( 7) * (1 - RET) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #GE# 9 #AND# J #LE# 11 : PW( J+1)
); ! Act 7 In Mo 10 -12;
OUT( 8) = DIR( 8) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #GE# 10 #AND# J #LE# 16 : PW( J) );
! Act 8 Out Mo 10 -16;
IN( 8) = UP( 8) * (1 - RET) * @sum( Mo( J) | J #GE# 10 #AND# J #LE# 16 : PW( J+1)
);
Max = @sum( Act : IN - OUT) + Retain; 
Data:
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'F67 : F74' ) = UP; 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'L67 : L74' ) = OUT;
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'M67 : M74' ) = IN; 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'M75' ) = Retain; 
Enddata 
End
! Act 8 In Mo 11-17; 
! Objective Function;
! Data write to spreadsheet;
! Opt Unit Price Data;
! Direct costs Data;
! Revenue Data;
! Retainage Data;
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Program Listing -  Linear Activity Shifting Model 
After obtaining the decision variables and objective function from front-end
loading, the information is written back into the spreadsheet as illustrated in Figure A-2. 
The linear activity shifting model can be developed as presented in Figure A-3. The 
front-end loading monthly cash inflow is applied to activities shifting in order to
optimize net present gross profit further. The program takes information of the present 
worth factor, monthly direct cost, monthly front-end loading cash inflow, activity floats, 
and duration from the computer spreadsheet. After the optimization, the results o f the 
decision variables and objective function are again written back into the spreadsheet for 
results comparison.
The following is the listing of the linear activities shifting model. The program 
is written in LINGO as developed by LINDO System Inc (www.lindo.com). For more 
information on LINGO language, refer to “LINGO User’s Guide”.
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Computer Spreadsheet
Monthly
Direct
Costs
Present
Worth
Factor
Schedule
Floats
Linear Activity Shifting Model
LINGO
Optimization
Results
Computer Spreadsheet
Figure A-3. Linear activity shifting model flow chart.
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Linear Activity Shifting Model Program Listing
Model:
Data:
TFl = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'J5' );
TF3 = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'J7' );
TF5 = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'J9' );
TF7 = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'J1 1' );
TF8 = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'J12' );
Enddata
Sets:
Mo / 1 .. 21 /:
PW;
Act / 1 .. 8 / :
DIR,
DUR,
UP,
IN,
OUT;
L am l / L .  T F l / :
LI;
Lam3 / 1.. TF3 / :
L3;
Lam5 / L. TF5 / :
! Data Link to spreadsheet; 
! Act 1 no o f Lamda;
! Act 3 no o f Lamda;
! Act 5 no o f Lamda;
! Act 7 no o f Lamda;
! Act 8 no o f Lamda;
! Matrix Set up;
! Time in Month;
! Present Value Factor;
! No of Activity;
! Direct Costs;
! Duration;
! Optimized Unit Price;
! Cash Inflow;
! Cash Outflow;
! Act 1 TF = 6;
! Shifting Lamda = 7;
! Act 3 TF = 7;
! Shifting Lamda = 8;
! Act 5 TF = 4;
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L5;
Lam7/ !.. TF7/
L7;
Lamg/ 1. .TF8/  
L8;
Endsets
Data;
! Shifting Lamda = 5;
! Act 7 TF = 9;
! Shifting Lamda = 10; 
! Act 7 TF = 4;
! Shifting Lamda = 5;
! Data Link to spreadsheet;
PW = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'D17 : D37' ); ! Present Value Data;
DIR = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'D5 : D12' ); ! Direct Costs Data;
UP = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'F67 : F74' ); ! Unit Price Data from Unbal.lg4;
DUR = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'C5 : C12' ); ! Duration Data;
RET = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'H4' ); ! Retention;
TotBid = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'G13' ); ! Total Bid;
Enddata
Retain = TotBid * RET * PW( 21);
! Schedule constraint;
@sum( Laml : LI ) =
@sum( Lam3 : L3 ) =
@sum( Lam5 : L5 ) -  
@sum( Lam 7 : L7 ) =
@sum( Lam8 : L8 ) =
! Retainage;
! Binary Lamda 1 ; 
! Binary Lamda 3; 
! Binary Lamda 5; 
! Binary Lamda 7; 
! Binary Lamda 8;
@sum( Lam8( J) : ( J + 9) * L8 ) - @sum( Lam3( J) : J * L3 ) >= 6;
! Interfering float o f Act 8 & 3;
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@sum( Lam8( J ) : (J  + 9 ) * L 8 )  - @sum( Lam5( J) : ( J + 8) * L5 ) >= 1 ;
! Interfering float o f Act 8 & 5;
! Shifting Section;
OUT( 1) = DIR( 1) * ! Act l  Out;
@sum( Laml( J) : L l( J) * ! Lamda J = 1 to 7;
@sum( Mo( K) I K #GE# J #AND# K #LE# J + 8 : PW( K) ) ) ;
! Sum of PW;
IN( 1) = UP( ! ) * ( ! -  RET) * ! Ac t l  In;
@sum( Laml( J) : L l( J) * ! Lamda J -  1 to 7;
@sum( Mo( K) I K #GE# J + 1 #AND# K #LE# J + 9 : PW( K) ) ) ;
! Sum of PW;
OUT( 2) -  DIR( 2) * @sum( Mo(K) | K #LE# 8 : PW(K) );
! Act 2 Out Critical;
IN( 2 ) = UP(  2) * (1 - RET) *
@sum( Mo(K) IK #GE# 2 #AND# K #LE# 9 : PW(K) );
! Act 2 In Critical; 
OUT( 3) = DIR( 3) * ! Act 3 Out;
@sum( Lam3( J) : L3( J) * ! Lamda J = 1 to 8;
@sum( Mo( K) I K #GE# J #AND# K #LE# J + 5 : PW( K) ) ) ;
! Sum of PW;
IN( 3) = UP( 3)*(1  - RET)* ! Act 3 In;
@sum( Lam3( J) : L3( J) * ! Lamda J = 1 to 8;
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@sum( Mo( K) I K #GE# J + 1 #AND# K #LE# J + 6 : PW( K) ) ) ;
! Sum of PW;
OUT( 4) = DIR( 4) * @sum( Mo(K) | K #GE# 9 #AND# K #LE# 15 : PW(K) );
! Act 4 Out Critical;
IN( 4) = UP( 4) * (1 - RET) »
@sum( Mo(K) I K #GE# 10 #AND# K #LE# 16 : PW(K) );
! Act 4 In Critical;
OUT( 5) = DIR( 5) » ! Act 5 Out;
@sum( Lam5( J) : L5( J) * ! Lamda J = 1 to 5;
@sum( Mo( K) I K #EQ# J + 8 : PW( K) ) ) ; ! Sum ofPW;
IN( 5) = UP( 5) * (I - RET) * ! Act 5 In;
@sum( Lam5( J) : L5( J) * ! Lamda J = 1 to 5;
@sum( Mo( K) I K #EQ# J + 9 : PW( K) ) ) ; ! Sum ofPW;
OUT( 6) -  DIR( 6) * @sum( Mo(K) | K #GE# 16 #AND# K #LE# 20 : PW(K) );
! Act 6 Out Critical;
IN( 6) = UP( 6) * (1 - RET) *
@sum( Mo(K) I K #GE# 17 #AND# K #LE# 21 : PW(K) );
! Act 6 In Critical;
OUT( 7) = DIR( 7) * ! Act 7 Out;
@sum( Lam7( J) : L7( J) * ! Lamda J ^ 1 to 10;
@sum( Mo( K) I K #GE# J + 8 #AND# K #LE# J + 10 : PW( R) ) ) ;
! Sum of PW;
1N(7) = UP( 7 ) * ( 1  - RET)* ! Act 7 In;
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@sum( Lam7( J) : L7( J) * ! Lamda J = 1 to 10;
@sum( M o ( K) | K #G E #J  + 9 # A N D # K# LE # J+  11 : PW( K) ) ) ;
! Sum of PW;
OUT( 8) = DIR( 8) * ! Act 8 Out;
@sum( Lam8( J) : L8( J) * ! Lamda J = 1 to 5;
@sum( Mo( K) I K #GE# J + 9 #AND# K #LE# J + 15 : PW( R) ) ) ;
! Sum o f PW;
IN( 8) = UP( 8)* (1 - RET)* ! Act 8 In;
@sum( Lam8( J) : L8( J) * ! Lamda J = 1 to 10;
@sum( Mo( R) I R #GE# J + 10 #AND# R #LE# J + 16 : PW( R) ) )
! Sum of PW;
Max = @sum( Act : IN - OUT) + Retain;
Data:
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 
@ole( "EasaMod.xls", 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls',
'AH83 : AN83') = L1; 
'AH85 : A085' ) = L3; 
'AP87 : AT87' ) = L5; 
'AP89 : AY89' ) = L7; 
'AQ90 : AU90' ) = L8; 
'D95 :D102')  = DIR; 
'F95 : F102 ' ) - UP;  
'L95 : L102') = OUT; 
'M95 : M 102') = IN; 
'Ml 03' ) = Retain;
! Objective Function;
! Data write to spreadsheet;
! Act 1 Bar Chart;
! Act 3 Bar Chart;
! Act 5 Bar Chart;
! Act 7 Bar Chart;
! Act 8 Bar Chart;
! Direct costs data;
! Unbalanced unit price data; 
! PW Cash Outflow data;
! PW Cash Inflow data;
! PW Retainage data;
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Enddata
End
Combined Non-Linear Front-End Loading and Activity Shifting Model
The following is a combined non-linear front-end loading (unbalanced bid) and 
activities shifting model. Figure A-3 presents a flow chart for the model. The program 
takes information of the present worth factor, monthly direct cost, activity floats, and 
duration from the computer spreadsheet. After the optimization, the results of the 
decision variables and objective function are written back into the spreadsheet for 
results comparison. The decision variables of front-end loading monthly cash inflow 
and the cash inflow o f activity shifting appear in a non-linear form as discussed in 
Chapter 9.
The programming language is written in LINGO as developed by LINDO 
System Inc (www.lindo.com). For more information on LINGO language, refer to 
"LINGO User's Guide".
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Figure A-4. Non-linear Front-end loading and activity shifting ftow chart
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Combined Non-Linear Front-End Loading and Activity Shifting Model
Program Listing
Model:
Data:
TFl = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'J5' );
TF3 = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'J7' );
TF5 = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'J9' );
TF7 = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', ' i l l ' ) ;
TF8 = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'J12' );
Enddata
Sets:
Mo / 1 ..21 / :
PW;
Act /1  .. 8 / :
DIR,
DUR,
UP,
IN,
OUT;
L a m l / L . T F l / :
LI;
Lam3/L.  TF3/ :
L3;
! Data Link to spreadsheet; 
! Act 1 no of Lamda;
! Act 3 no of Lamda;
! Act 5 no of Lamda;
! Act 7 no of Lamda;
! Act 8 no of Lamda;
! Matrix Set up;
! Time in Month;
! Present Worth Factor;
! No of Activity;
! Direct Costs;
! Duration;
! Optimized Unit Price;
! Cash Inflow;
! Cash Outflow;
! Act 1 TF = 6;
! Shifting Lamda = 7;
! Act 3 TF = 7;
! Shifting Lamda = 8;
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Lam5 / 1.. TF5 / :
L5;
Lam? / 1.. TF7 / :
L7;
LamS / !.. TF8 / :
L8;
Endsets
Data:
PW = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'D17 : D37' ); 
DIR = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'D5 : D12' );
DUR = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'C5 : C12' ); 
RET = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'H4' ); 
TotBid = @ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'G13' ); 
Enddata
TotBid = @sum( Act : UP * DUR);
Retain = TotBid * RET * PW( 21);
! Bid Price Constraint;
@fbr( Act : UP > DIR);
! Schedule constraint;
@snm( Laml : LI ) = 1;
@sinn( Lam3 : L3 ) = 1 ;
@sum( Lam5 : L5 ) = 1 ;
@sum( Lam? : L7 ) = 1 ;
! Act 5 TF = 4;
! Shifting Lamda = 5;
! Act 7 TF = 9;
! Shifting Lamda -  10;
! Act 7 TF = 4;
! Shifting Lamda = 5;
! Data Link to spreadsheet;
! Present Worth Data;
! Direct Costs Data;
! Duration Data;
! Retention;
! Total Bid;
! Unit Rate X dur = total;
! Retainage;
! Unit Price more than direct;
! Binary Lamda 1 ;
! Binary Lamda 3;
! Binary Lamda 5;
! Binary Lamda 7;
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@sum( LamS : L8 ) = 1 ; ! Binary Lamda 8;
@sum( Lam8( J) : ( J + 9) * L8 ) - @sum( Lam3( J) : J * L3 ) >= 6;
! Interfering float of Act 8 & 3;
@sum( Lam8( J) : ( J + 9) * L8 ) - @sum( Lam5( J) : ( J + 8) * L5 ) >= 1 ;
! Interfering float o f Act 8 & 5;
! Shifting Section;
OUT( 1) = DIR( 1) * ! Act 1 Out;
@sum( Lam l( J) ; L l(  J) * ! Lamda J = 1 to 7;
@sum( Mo( K) I K #GE# J #AND# K #LE# J + 8 : PW( K) ) ) ;
! Sum o f PW;
IN( 1) = UP( 1) * (1 - RET) * ! Act 1 In;
@sum( Lam l( J) : L l( J) * ! Lamda J = 1 to 7;
@sum( Mo( K) I K #GE# J + 1 #AND# K #LE# J + 9 : PW( K) ) ) ; ! Sum of PW; 
OUT( 2) = DIR( 2) * @sum( Mo(K) | K #LE# 8 : PW(K) ); ! Act 2 Out Critical;
IN( 2) = UP( 2) * (1 - RET) * @sum( Mo(K) | K #GE# 2 #AND# K #LE# 9 : PW(K) );
! Act 2 In Critical;
OUT( 3) = DIR( 3) * ! Act 3 Out;
@sum( Lam3( J) : L3( J) * ! Lamda J = 1 to 8;
@sum( Mo( K) I K #GE# J #AND# K #LE# J + 5 : PW( K) ) ) ; ! Sum of PW;
IN( 3) = UP( 3) * (1 - RET) * ! Act 3 In;
@sum( Lam3( J) : L3( J) * ! Lamda J = 1 to 8;
@sum( Mo( K) I K #GE# J + 1 #AND# K #LE# J + 6 : PW( K) ) ) ;! Sum of PW;
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OUT( 4) = DIR( 4) * @sum( Mo(K) | K #GE# 9 #AND# K #LE# 15 : PW(K) );
! Act 4 Out Critical;
IN( 4) = UP( 4) * (1 - RET) * @sum( Mo(K) | K #GE# 10 #AND# K #LE# 16 : PW(K) 
); ! Act 4 In Critical;
OUT( 5) = DIR( 5) * ! Act 5 Out;
@sum( Lam5( J) : L5( J) * ! Lamda J = 1 to 5;
@sum( Mo( K) I K #EQ# J + 8 : PW( K) ) ) ; ! Sum of PW;
IN( 5) = UP( 5) * (1 - RET) * ! Act 5 In;
@sum( Lam5( J) : L5( J) * ! Lamda J = 1 to 5;
@sum( Mo( K) I K #EQ# J + 9 : PW( K) ) ) ; ! Sum ofPW;
OUT( 6) = DIR( 6) * @sum( Mo(K) | K #GE# 16 #AND# K #LE# 20 : PW(K) );
! Act 6 Out Critical;
IN( 6) = UP( 6) * (1 - RET) * @sum( Mo(K) | K #GE# 17 #AND# K #LE# 21 : PW(K)
); ! Act 6 In Critical;
OUT( 7) = DIR( 7) * ! Act 7 Out;
@sum( Lam7( J) : L7( J) * ! Lamda J =
@sum( Mo( K) 1 K #GE# J + 8 #AND# K #LE# J + 10 : PW( K)
IN( 7) = UP( 7) * (1 - RET) * ! Act 7 In;
@sum( Lam7( J) : L7( J) * ! Lamda J =
@sum( Mo( K) 1 K #GE# J + 9 #AND# K #LE# J + 11 : PW( K)
OUT( 8) = DIR( 8) * ! Act 8 Out;
@sum( Lam8( J) : L8( J) * ! Lamda J =
@sum( Mo(K) 1 K #GE# J + 9 #AND#K#LE# J +  15 : PW(K)
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IN( 8) = UP( 8) * (1 - RET) * 
@sum( Lam8( J) : L8( J) *
! Act 8 In;
! Lamda J = 1 to 10;
@sum( Mo( K) I K #GE# J + 10 #AND# K #LE# J + 16 : PW( K) ) ) ;! Sum of PW;
Max = @sum( Act : IN - OUT) + Retain;
Data:
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'AHl 11 : AN 111' ) = LI; 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'AHl 13 : AOl 13' ) = L3; 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'API 15 : ATI 15' ) = L5; 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'API 17 : AY117' ) = L7; 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'AQ118 : AUl 18' ) = L8; 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'D123 : D130' ) = DIR; 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'F123 : F I30' ) = UP; 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'L I23 : L130' ) -  OUT; 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'M l23 : M l30' ) = IN; 
@ole( 'EasaMod.xls', 'M131' ) = Retain; 
Enddata
! Objective Function;
! Data write to spreadsheet;
! Act 1 Bar Chart;
! Act 3 Bar Chart;
! Act 5 Bar Chart;
! Act 7 Bar Chart;
! Act 8 Bar Chart;
! Direct costs data;
! Unbalanced unit price data; 
! PW Cash Outflow data;
! PW Cash Inflow data;
! PW Retainage data;
End
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Non-Linear Sample Network Data 
The following example is used to demonstrate the usage of non-linear model for 
front-end loading, activity shifting and activity splitting. Figure A-5 presents a network 
of seven activities. This sample project duration is 14 construction months. There are 
four critical activities. Figure A-6 presents the early start Gantt chart. Table A-2 
presents the bid estimate of the direct costs along with the markup (15 percent) and the 
total project bid. The total bid award price is $108,330.
Table A-2. Contractor’s estimate.
Activity
ID
D uration
(months)
Monthly
Direct
Costs
( $ )
Mark Up 
@15% 
( $ )
Monthly 
Cash Inflow 
( $ )
Total
Bid
( $ )
1 1 2,000 300 2,300 2,300
2 2 7,000 1,050 8,050 16,100
3 5 5,500 830 6,330 31,630
4 3 4,300 650 4,950 14,840
5 4 2,700 410 3,110 12,420
6 4 3,750 560 4,310 17,250
7 2 6,000 900 6,900 13,800
Total Bid Price 108,330
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end
Legend
activity ID 
duration
Critical Activities
Figure A-5. Network diagram
Month
0 11 12 13 14 15
Legend
Critical Activities
  Sion Critical Activities
I  I Floats
Figure A-6. Early start Gantt chart
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Instruction for Non-Linear Model 
A Compact Disk is provided with Appendix. In the Compact Disk provided, the
two files associate with the model is:
Mod08 .xls Excel Spreadsheet o f the model
SpIitMod08.1g4 Lingo programming.
The following is the instruction for using the demonstration program:
1. Copy the above two programs into the computer hard drive. It cannot be operate 
in the Compact Disk media. The LINGO program will read and write into the 
spreadsheet file (Mod08.xls).
2. Down load from LINDO website the LINGO program to run program 
( www.lindo.comT
3. Run Microsoft Excel to load the spreadsheet into the computer.
4. Open the LINGO program and use the file open command to load the LINGO 
file splitMod08.1g4.
5. The following parameters can be change in the spreadsheet:
a) Monthly direct costs: Cell f9 to Cell FI 5 inside the spreadsheet.
b) Monthly interest rate: Cell c29 to Cell C43 inside the spreadsheet.
c) Mark up percentage: Cell G7.
d) Retainage percentage. Cell 17.
6. After the change, the spreadsheet will recalculate itself with the new parameters.
7. From the LINGO, run the optimizer.
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8. Graph 1 in the spreadsheet will show the early start model bar chart
9. Graph 2 in the spreadsheet will show the new optimized schedule bar chart.
10. Table 4 in the spreadsheet will present the optimized objective function. It also
displays the original cash inflow and the optimized cash inflow.
11. Graph 3 in the spreadsheet will presents the early start model accumulative cash
inflow and outflow for the project
12. Graph 4 in the spreadsheet will shows the optimized accumulative cash inflow 
and outflow for the project
O f particular interest is changing the interest rate during the middle of the 
project (month 3-10). The activities will spit into segments, as it will display on graph
2. When done, please reset the spreadsheet before another attempt to change the
parameters.
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Program Listing -Non-Linear Sample Model with Front-End Loading, Activity Shifting
and Activity Splitting 
The following is a combine non-linear sample model of front-end loading, 
activities shifting, and activity splitting. The decision variables o f front-end loading 
(unbalanced bid) monthly cash inflow, activity shifting and activity splitting appear in a
non-linear form in the objective function. The programming language is written in 
LINGO as developed by LINDO System Inc (www.lindo.com). For more information 
on LINGO language, refer to "LINGO User's Guide"
Non-Linear Sample Model with Front-End Loading, Activity Shifting and Activity
Splitting Program Listing
Model;
! Comprehensive Model #08
Non Linear Solution o f Unbalanced Bid + Split Activity Shifting 
Objective Function: Maximized Net Present Value of Cash Inflow and Cash
Outflow
Sets:
! Month of project;
M o / 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  
10 11 12 13 14 15/ :
PW, IN, OUT;
! Activities;
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Act / I 2 3 4 5 6 7 / : DUR, DIR,UP;
! Lamda;
Shift (Act, Mo ) : L ;
Endsets 
! Binary Lamda;
(§FOR ( Shift : @BIN(L) );
! Data Link to Spreadsheet;
Data:
PW -  (^ole ( "Mod08.xls', 'E29 : E43'); 
DUR = (^ole ( 'Mod08.xls', 'C9 : C l5');
DIR = @oIe ( 'Mod08.xls', 'F9 : F I5'); 
TotBid = @ole ( 'Mod08.xls', 'K17'); 
RET -  (§ole ( 'Mod08.xls', '17'); 
Enddata
Totalln = @sum( Mo : PW^IN); 
TotalOut = @sum( Mo : PW*OUT); 
IN( 1) = 0;
OUT( 15) = 0;
! Price Constraint;
(^ O R  ( Act : UP > -  DIR);
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TotBid = @SUM ( Act : DUR*UP) ;
! Additional constraint;
! UP( 1) / TotBid <= 0.05; ! Mobilization is less 5%;
! upmax = @smax( UP( 1), UP( 2), UP( 3), UP( 4), UP( 5), UP( 6), UP( 7) );
! upmin = @smin( UP( 1), UP( 2), UP( 3), UP( 4), UP( 5), UP( 6), UP( 7) );
! upmax / upmin <=5; ! hi UP and low UP must be less than 5
times;
! Objective Function;
Max = Totalln - TotalOut;
! Schedule Constraint;
L7max = @smax( 11*L(7,11), 12*L(7,12), 13*L( 7,13), 14*L( 7,14) );
L7min = @smax( 11*L(7,11), 12*L(7,12), 13*L( 7,13));
L4max = @smax( 2*L( 4, 2), 3*L( 4, 3), 4*L( 4, 4), 5*L( 4, 5), 6*L( 4, 6), 7*L( 4, 
7),8*L(4,  8),
9*L(4, 9), 10*L( 4, 10), 11*L( 4, 11), 12*L(4, 12)
) ;
L7max - L4max > -  2;
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L7min - L4max >= 1 ;
! Zero out unwanted Lamda 
Activity 1;
@FOR( Mo( J) : L (  1, J) = 0);
! Activity 2;
L(2,  1) = 0;
@FOR ( Mo( J) I J #GE# 7 : L ( 2, J) = 0);
@sum ( Mo( J) I J #GE# 2
#AND# J #LE# 6 : L( 2, J) ) = DUR(2);
! Activity 3;
@FOR ( Mo( J) : L ( 3, J) = 0);
! Activity 4;
L(4,  1) = 0;
@FOR ( Mo( J) I J #GE# 13 : L ( 4, J) -  0); 
@sum ( Mo( J) I J #GE# 2
#AND# J #LE# 12 : L( 4, J) ) = DUR(4); 
! Activity 5;
@FOR ( Mo( J) : L ( 5, J) = 0);
! Activity 6;
@FOR ( Mo( J) : L ( 6, J) = 0);
! Activity 7;
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@FOR (Mo(  J) I J #LE# 10 #0R# J #GE# 15: L ( 7, J) = 0); 
@sum(Mo(  J) I J #GE# 11
#AND# J #LE# 14 : L( 7, J) ) = DUR( 7);
! Cash Inflow and Outflow;
! Month 1;
OUT( 1) = DIR( 1);
! Month 2 to 6;
IN( 2) = (1-RET)*(
UP( 1)
);
@FOR ( Mo( J) I J #GE# 2 #AND# J #LE# 6 :
OUT( J) = DIR( 2) * L( 2, J) +
DIR( 3) +
DIR( 4) * L( 4, J)
);
@FOR ( Mo( J) I J #GE# 3 #AND# J #LE# 7 :
IN(J) = (1-RET)*(
UP( 2) * L( 2, J-1 ) +
UP( 3) +
UP( 4) * L( 4, J-1 )
)
);
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! Month 7 to 10;
@FOR ( Mo( J) I J #GE# 7 #AND# J #LE# 10 : 
OUT( J) = DIR( 4) * L( 4, J) +
DIR( 5)
);
@FOR ( Mo( J) I J #GE# 8 #AND# J #LE# 11 : 
IN( J) = (1-RET)*(
UP( 4) * L( 4, J-1 ) +
UP( 5)
)
);
! Month 11 to 12;
@FOR ( Mo( J) I J #GE# 11 #AND# J #LE# 12 
0U T (J) = DIR( 4) *L( 4 , J)  +
DIR( 6) +
DIR( 7) * L( 7, J)
);
@FOR ( Mo( J) I J #GE# 12 #AND# J #LE# 13 
IN( J) = (1-RET)*(
UP( 4) * L( 4, J-1 ) +
UP( 6) +
UP( 7) * L( 7, J-1 )
)
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);
! Month 13 to 14;
@FOR ( Mo( J) I J #GE# 13 #AND# J #LE# 14 
OUT( J) = DIR( 6) +
DIR( 7) * L( 7, J)
);
IN(14) = (1-RET)*(
UP( 6) +
UP( 7) * L( 7, 13)
);
IN( 15) = (1-RET)*(UP( 6) +
UP( 7) * L( 7,14)
) + TotBid * RET ;
Data:
! Export UP back to model;
@ole ( 'Mod08.xls', 'HI09 : HI 15') = UP;
@ole ( 'Mod08.xls', 'W129 : AK135') = L;
@ole ( 'Mod08.xls', 'W144 : AK144') -  OUT; 
@ole ( 'Mod08.xls', 'W154 : AK154') = IN; 
@ole ( 'Mod08.xls', 'W117') = Totalln;
@ole ( 'Mod08.xls', 'XI17') = TotalOut;
Enddata
END
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